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Executive Summary
This report summarizes the results of a project, initiated in the summer of 2005, which
was a cooperative partnership between the City of St. Albert and the Big Lake
Environment Support Society (BLESS). An inventory of edge conditions for a distance of
2.4 kilometres along the Sturgeon River through St. Albert was a key focus of the project.
The stretch of river studied was from the train Trestle Bridge downstream to the
Boudreau Road Bridge.
Seven reaches were defined using bridge crossings as boundary lines, and 66 areas of
similar plant cover types were mapped for five of the seven reaches. Each reach was
assessed and one or more recommendations were made. These recommendations were
intended to be used for future management of plant cover along the river to increase bird
biodiversity. In addition, the 2005 REEP report identified ten locations within the study
area where more significant or special project undertakings could occur to modify the
edge conditions to achieve specific outcomes.
Included in the 2011 REEP report is a summary of the activities at the REEP sites since
2006, and the results of bird and vegetation surveys carried out in 2011 for all REEP
sites. Bird and vegetation surveys were conducted by staff of the Northern Alberta
Institute of Technology (NAIT) Biological Sciences and novaNAIT Departments. The
2011 REEP report includes eleven recommendations from NAIT researchers, to assist
future plans for REEP habitat enhancement activities along the river corridor.
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Definitions of Terms Used
Biodiversity – a measure of the variety of life forms found in an area which (in this
project) gives strongest focus on animal life such as birds, amphibians and mammals as
opposed to insects and other invertebrates. Regarding plant life, strongest focus is given
to native species as opposed to noxious/invasive and/or non-native species.
Invasive Plant Species – plants that have been introduced, become established, and then
successfully compete against native plants. Some examples include Canada thistle,
Himalayan balsam and flowering rush.
REEP Inventory – a semi-scientific assessment and collection of field data gathered in
the months of May to August to establish existing conditions regarding vegetative cover,
human disturbances, and identifiable biodiversity (vertebrates), with the major focus on
vegetative cover.
Key Impacting Features – the „naturalness‟ of an area, the biodiversity present or the
aesthetic appeal, may be impacted by surrounding features or conditions which are noted
in the REEP inventory by this term. Some key impacting features could be proximity to
noise (roads), proximity to a natural forested area, proximity to buildings, etc.
Native Species – a plant species which has been present historically (typically predating
European settlement of North America) and, in the context of the REEP report, is found
locally.
Physical Features of Note – observations made in the field of any aspects related to
slope, soil, topography, drainage, etc., considered significant to existing vegetative cover
or biodiversity, or to future changes or management planning of a reach area.
Proposed Enhancement Site - any location within the five reach sections inventoried
where a major effort of plantings or other modifications is proposed, and has potential to
increase biological diversity, add significantly to the aesthetics, and/or increase general
use of the park area. Sites can be anywhere from 50 to 1000 square metres. This selfimposed limit merely defines the limits being considered for this project.
Reach - a section of the Sturgeon River delineated or defined by the presence of bridges
or the outflow point at Big Lake.
Reach Area – this is definable area of land along the river edge where a particular
identifiable community of plants is found to exist and an area that can be outlined on
aerial maps and given coded number such as C4 („C‟ for reach; 4 for the fourth
identifiable community type located and mapped). Definable areas must be fifty square
metres or more. Smaller areas than this will not be mapped as this is beyond the scope
and time limits of REEP.
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REEP Rehabilitation Area – the area in length down the Sturgeon River from the
Trestle Bridge to the Boudreau Road Bridge, and a variable distance in width back from
either shoreline (defined somewhat by the location of permanent or rooted emergent
vegetation) to the paved walkway, or a distance of twenty-five metres (whichever comes
first).
Riparian – the area on either side of the river closest to the open water which is inhabited
by water-loving plants, is prone to flooding, and maintains high soil moisture content.
Spp – abbreviation used to indicate more than one species of an animal or plant group.
For instance, many species of willows would be indicated as „willow spp‟.
Vegetative Make-Up – categories of rated assessments of the percentage cover attributed
to different plant species in a reach area. There are four classifications:
- Dominant (50 percent or more coverage)
- Major (10 to 49 percent)
- Minor (1 to 9 percent)
- Present (less than one percent).
Co-dominant refers to situations where two or more species combine rather uniformly to
provide 50 percent or more of vegetative cover.
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1.0 Project Background Information
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1.1 Overall Intent of the Project
The River Edge Enhancement Project (REEP) is envisaged as a long-term project to
identify and carry out changes in the vegetative make-up of the shoreline edge of the
Sturgeon River through the city of St. Albert. The specific area of focus includes the
riparian zone of the river and the adjoining higher ground inside the paved walkways
adjacent the river.

1.2 Project Parameters
The area encompassed by the REEP inventory, to be called the REEP Rehabilitation
Area, is from the railway Trestle Bridge to Boudreau Road for both sides of the Sturgeon
River from the river‟s edge to the paved walkway or to a distance of twenty five metres
(whichever is closest).
Sections of the REEP Rehabilitation Area will be defined by the location of bridges along
the river and the sections will be referred to as „reaches‟. In the area there are five
reaches from the railway Trestle Bridge to the Boudreau Road Bridge. The other two
reaches are currently outside the REEP Rehabilitation Area.

1.3 Guiding Objectives for REEP
Any changes to the Sturgeon River‟s riparian edge will accomplish any or all of the
following primary and/or secondary objectives:

Primary
Objectives





Secondary
Objectives





Increase or sustain natural biodiversity along the river with a special interest in
attracting additional birdlife;
Increase or sustain the aesthetics of the park area so that the area can be
enjoyed by all users including picnickers, walkers and other users of the Red
Willow Park trail system;
Determine which tree and shrub species are best to use in river edge
reclamation projects.
Mitigate any significant human disturbances along the Sturgeon River‟s edge
which impact the primary objectives;
Reduce or control negative physical impacts such as bank erosion;
Reduce or mitigate a wide array of biological impacts including:
- non-native, invasive and/or noxious plant or animal species;
- loss of shrub and tree biomass resulting from foraging by beavers.
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1.4 Project Goals and Outcomes by Year
2005 – Inventory, Plan and Test Plantings
The project has been designed as a cooperative partnership between the City of St. Albert
and the Big Lake Environment Support Society (BLESS). In the first year of the project,
BLESS:


created an inventory of the edge of the Sturgeon River from the railway Trestle
Bridge (upstream) to the Boudreau Road Bridge (downstream) and from the
water‟s edge to the paved walkways on either side of the river (or to twenty five
meters from the river‟s edge, if the distance to the paved walkway exceeds twenty
five metres);



in consultation with City of St. Albert staff, identified potential changes to the
vegetation within the areas defined above, with a special focus on ten proposed
enhancement sites considered to be the best sites in which to initiate selective
plantings, vegetative modifications and other riparian reclamation efforts; and



initiated test plantings of shrubs considered for future plantings along the river
shoreline, to determine various species‟ success based on location (distance from
river‟s edge).

1.5 Detailed Information about the Enhancement Sites
2006 – Enhancement Site 2005-9 (Berrymore Flats)
In the second year of REEP, the City of St. Albert and the BLESS organization modified
a section of the Sturgeon River‟s edge in order to develop enhancement site 2005- 9, the
Berrymore Flats. This site is comprised of three planting beds with a total combined area
of 625 square metres, and is located behind St. Albert Centre on the east side of the river,
in close proximity to the Braeside neighbourhood.
2007 – Enhancement Site 2005-8 (Gervais Corner)
In the third year of REEP, the City of St. Albert and BLESS modified a section of the
Sturgeon River‟s edge in order to develop enhancement site 2005-8 (Gervais Corner).
This site is comprised of five planting beds with a total combined area of 629 square
metres. It is located behind the St. Albert Canadian Tire, on the west side of the river.
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2008 – Enhancement Site 2005-7 (Sturgeon Point)
The City of St. Albert and BLESS modified a section of the Sturgeon River‟s edge in
order to develop enhancement site 2005-7 (Sturgeon Point) in the fourth year of REEP.
This site is comprised of four planting beds with a total combined area of 398 square
metres. It is located behind the Sturgeon Point Villas apartment complex, on the
northwest side of the river.
2010 – Enhancement Site 2005-11 (Rivercrest I)
In the sixth year of REEP (note that no planting event took place in 2009), the City of St.
Albert and BLESS modified a section of the Sturgeon River‟s edge in order to develop
enhancement site 2005-11 (Rivercrest 1). This site is comprised of one planting bed with
a total area of 236 square metres, and is located behind St. Albert Center and the
Sturgeon Point Villas apartment complex on the west side of the river.
2011 – Enhancement Site 2005-12 (Rivercrest II)
In the following year, the City of St. Albert and BLESS modified a section of the
Sturgeon River‟s edge in order to develop enhancement site 2005-12 (Rivercrest 2). This
site is comprised of one planting bed with a total area of 611 square metres. It is located
behind the Sturgeon Point Villas apartment complex on the west side of the river.

1.6 2011 Update of 2005 REEP Report
A team of researchers from the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT)
conducted two surveys of all REEP enhancement sites planted from 2006 to 2011. The
first survey was an inventory of trees and shrubs in each enhancement site to determine
survival rates of each species at each site. This information will be used to help REEP
organizers determine which plants are best suited for revegetating future sites. Secondly,
researchers conducted bird surveys in all the REEP sites and in adjacent mowed and
forested areas, to compare habitat use by birds. This information can be used as an
example to show residents and city planners the importance of riparian vegetation in
supporting diverse bird life.
NAIT researchers also measured each planting bed to determine area and to update maps
of all proposed enhancement sites so that the updated maps include existing 2006 to 2011
enhancement sites.
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2.0 Reach Inventory Results and Recommendations (2005)
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As per the 2005 project outcomes and timelines (see Appendix 1) and the inventory
methods and results contained in Appendix 2, the following summary outlines the 2005
recommendations for Reaches C to G.

2.1 Reach C

Positive

 Proximity to some reasonably large natural forest segments on either side of the
river is significant and quite likely adds to the presence of certain bird and other
species that frequent this reach section
 The narrowing of the river caused by the Trestle Bridge may be a positive impact
as the scouring of the river bottom during high flow times may help to maintain
the depth of the river.

Negative

1. Key Features

 Proximity to the Trestle Bridge is a major visual and noise impact;
 Proximity to ball diamond sports area and Lion‟s Park may have some minor
noise impacts.
 Location of the storm sewer has some major negative aesthetic impacts.

Summary of Reach Recommendations
AREA RECOMMENDATION REASON
C1

Reduce area mowed.

REACH C

Plant willow and
dogwood.
Plant shrubs downstream
of storm outfall.

C2

C3
C4

C5

Maintain wire
enclosures.
Plant communities of
mountain ash, other
deciduous, spruce and
jack pine trees.
None.

Hazard to mowers
posed by beaver
activity (undercut
bank).
Stabilize bank.
Stabilize bank and
hide storm outfall
from view from
Children‟s Bridge.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Stabilize bank.

Plant communities of
willow and dogwood.

Area is subject to
periodic flooding.
Establish plant
communities in area.

Implement invasive
weed control.
Plant berry-producing
shrub community.

Invasive weed species
present.
Establish plant
communities in area.

SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Use wire mesh to prevent
damage to trees by beavers.

Use wire mesh to enclose
entire plant community to
prevent damage by beavers.
Aesthetically pleasing.

Use wire mesh to enclose
entire plant community to
prevent damage by beavers.

Use wire mesh to enclose
entire plant community to
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C6

Monitor large trees for
damage by beavers.

C7

Check and repair/replace
wire mesh.
Plant deciduous trees.

Create “chickadee
restorative plot”
(CHI.R.P.)

Install wire mesh
where necessary to
prevent damage by
beavers.
Wire mesh in poor
condition.
Provide shade to river
and to recreation area.
Provide food/shelter
(for birds, squirrels,
etc).
50 m2 plot of trees
and shrubs to provide
food/shelter to yearround bird species.

prevent damage by beavers.
Check wire mesh bi-annually
to prevent „wire
strangulation‟ as tree grows.
Use stakes and posts if
needed.
Use wire mesh to prevent
damage to trees by beavers.

Use wire mesh to enclose
entire plant community to
prevent damage by beavers.
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2.2 Reach D

Negative

Positive

1. Key features
 Proximity to the large park areas of both Lions Park and Red Willow Park on
both sides of the river downstream of the Children‟s Bridge provide excellent
recreation opportunities.
 Proximity to St. Albert Place, Children‟s Bridge and Perron Bridge as well as
the Chateau Mission Court building.
 Location of the storm sewer outflows on either side of the river.
 Presence of the boat launch area in this section.

Summary of Reach Recommendations

REACH D

AREA RECOMMENDATION REASON
D1

None.

D2

Plant three willow shrub
communities, keep area
open.

D3

Check and repair/replace
wire mesh.
Plant deciduous trees
spaced out in area.

D4

D5

D6

D7

Plant coniferous trees on
north side of area.
Monitor for beaver
damage, remove litter
from observation deck
users.
Monitor wire mesh
around existing trees,
remove litter from park
users.
Install wire mesh around
Manitoba maple trees
and other tree clusters.
Install wire mesh around
all willow communities.
Implement invasive
weed control.

Area is subject to
periodic flooding.
Maintain visual
openness of area,
maintain sight lines.

Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Provide shade and
cover in recreation
area
Provide cover for
birdlife.

Stabilize bank.

Stabilize bank.

SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Use wire mesh to enclose all
willow communities to
prevent damage by beavers.
Align willow communities
with existing trees/shrubs in
D3.

Use wire mesh to prevent
damage to trees by beavers.

Allow non-essential Manitoba
maple trees to be used by
beavers.
Eventually, willow should
succeed Manitoba maple in
area.

Caragana and other
invasive weed species
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present.
D8

Plant three willow shrub
communities, keep area
open.

Maintain visual
openness of area,
maintain sight lines.

D9

Check and repair/replace
wire mesh on willows.
Plant deciduous trees
spaced out in area.

Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Provide shade and
cover in recreation
area
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.

D10
D11

D12

Install wire mesh to trees
currently unprotected.
Install wire mesh around
Manitoba maple trees
near Perron St. Bridge.
Under-planting of black
poplar and/or willow.
None.

Use wire mesh to enclose all
willow communities to
prevent damage by beavers.
Align willow communities
with existing trees/shrubs in
D9.

Use wire mesh to prevent
damage to trees by beavers.

Cover and bank stabilization
provided by Manitoba maple
is worth preserving.

Area is subject to
frequent flooding.
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2.3 Reach E

Negative

Positive

1. Key Features
 Slight buffer provided by some trees on south side of the river.
 Extremely close proximity of pathway to both the river and the downtown
commercial area makes reach E a prime location to install some nature and
history interpretive signage and/or displays.(New for 2011)





Proximity to Perron Bridge as well as the buildings along Mission Ave.
Location of the storm sewer outflows close to St. Albert Trail.
Extreme close location of walkway on north shore edge.
Extreme noise disturbance from St. Albert Trail downstream and Perron Street
upstream.

Summary of Reach Recommendations
AREA RECOMMENDATION REASON

REACH E

E1

E2

Plant several shrub
communities higher on
slope.
Plant spruce and jack
pine trees in clusters
along border of E1/E2.
Install wire mesh on
deciduous trees.
Plant spruce and jack
pine trees in clusters
along border of E2/E1.

E3

None.

E4

Install wire mesh around
shrub communities
Implement invasive
weed control.

Stabilize bank.

Provide shade to
slope, discourage
invasive weed
growth.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Provide shade to
slope, discourage
invasive weed
growth.
Area is subject to
frequent flooding.
Prevent damage to
shrubs by beavers.
Invasive weed species
present.

SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Use wire mesh to enclose all
shrub communities to prevent
damage by beavers.

Attempts should be made to
reduce the „back alley‟ feel of
this area.
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2.4 Reach F

Negative

Positive

1. Key Features
 Large stretches in this reach on either side of the river place the walking path well
back from the river‟s edge.
 Mowing is not attempted in a long stretch along the south shore.
 Upstream, the impact of noise and traffic from St. Albert Trail.
 A number of storm sewer outflows with the first major one on the south shore of
the river at the St. Albert Trail Bridge.
 Proximity of trail and buildings on the north shore at St. Albert Trail.
 Refuse and other items dropped in the river from the walking bridge.

Summary of Reach Recommendations
AREA RECOMMENDATION

REASON

F1

Plant willow
communities.

Stabilize bank.

*Install a sand removal
system on storm water
outfall.

Mitigate the effects
of storm water
discharge into
Sturgeon River.

Plant shrubs surrounding
storm water outfall.

Stabilize bank.

Plant native trees, with
focus on planting near
river‟s edge.
Plant shrubs communities
with focus on berryproducers to attract
birdlife.

Provide shade to
river and recreation
area.
Eventually, growth
will create an
irregular edge
instead of current
straight edge.

REACH F

F2

F3

Use as test area for
-willow
-red-osier dogwood
-green alder
-high bush cranberry
-Saskatoon
-pin cherry
-choke cherry
-tamarack

(Salix spp)
(Cornus stolonifera)
(Alnus crispa)
(Viburnum opulous)
(Amelanchier
alnifolia)
(Prunus
pensylvanica)
(Prunus virginiana)
(Larix laricina)

SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Use wire mesh to enclose all
willow communities to
prevent damage by beavers.
Storm water discharge
contains sediments and
contaminants from streets and
parking lots which can have
adverse effects.
Visually hide storm water
outfall to improve area‟s
aesthetic value.
Use wire mesh to prevent
damage to trees by beavers.
Use wire mesh to enclose all
shrub communities to prevent
damage by beavers.

Use wire mesh to enclose all
plant communities to prevent
damage by beavers.
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F4
F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

F11
F12

F13

F14
F15

None.
Maintain wire mesh
around certain trees near
walking path.
Plant berry-producing
shrubs (hawthorn, choke
cherry, mountain ash).
Plant medium sized berryproducing shrubs, trees
and willow.
Install wire protection
around existing willow,
poplar and aspen.
Install wire protection
around any existing
willow sprouts.
Monitor area for
vandalism and remove
litter.
Remove invasive weeds.
Eliminate mowing in area
nearest to river.
Plant berry and coneproducing trees and
shrubs in remaining area.
Use wire mesh to enclose
plantings.
Establish a river edge
shrub community; plant
willow, poplar or
Manitoba maple.
Install wire mesh around
any unprotected shrubs
Native tall grass spp in
areas F10 and F13 should
be allowed to extend into
area F12.
Encourage growth of
willow and other shrubs.
Establish a river edge
shrub community; plant
willow, poplar or
Manitoba maple.
None.
Establish a river edge
shrub community; plant

Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.

Attract birdlife to
area.
Attract birdlife to
area.

Leave vegetation near the
river‟s edge unprotected such
that it may be used by
beavers.
Use wire mesh to enclose all
shrubs to prevent damage by
beavers.
Use wire mesh to enclose all
shrubs to prevent damage by
beavers.

Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.

Invasive weeds are
present.
Allow a natural
riparian buffer zone
to develop.
Attract birdlife to
area.

Increase the area‟s
aesthetic value.

Prevent damage to
shrubs by beavers.
Stabilize bank.

Reduce mowing.

The raised walkway is a
major pedestrian route and
overlooks the area, thus the
aesthetic value provided by
the area is considerable.
Use wire mesh to enclose all
trees to prevent damage by
beavers.

Allow an irregular edge to
form between areas F10/F13
and area F12.

Reclaim at least 50%
of area into natural
riparian buffer zone.
Stabilize bank.

Use wire mesh to enclose all
shrubs to prevent damage by
beavers.
Use wire mesh to enclose all
trees to prevent damage by
beavers.

Stabilize bank.

Use wire mesh to enclose all
trees to prevent damage by
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F16
F17

willow, poplar or
Manitoba maple.
Install wire mesh to
enclose all poplar trees.
None.

beavers.
Reduce and prevent
damage by beavers.

* Denotes a recommendation inserted into the 2011 REEP report and not present in the
2005 REEP report.
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2.5 Reach G

Positive

 On both sides of the river, the paved walkway is well back from the river‟s edge
(for the most part) meaning there is not as much human disturbance along the
river edge throughout the reach.
 There are some large sections, especially along the south shore, where backfilling
of soil has not taken place and the original, natural plants survive intact and
densely.

Negative

1. Key Features

 The location next to the highly commercial area parking lots means that litter
sweeps into the upstream portion of this reach detracting from the aesthetics.
 The river walkway bridge is a site where shopping carts and bikes are dropped
into the river adding to negative aesthetics.
 Proximity to the Boudreau Bridge means noise and human disturbance are high.

Summary of Reach Recommendations
AREA RECOMMENDATION REASON

REACH G

G1

Reduce the mowed area
by allowing edge
vegetation to grow back
at least 10 meters.
Plant several willow
communities.

G2

Plant (or transplant
natural) willow, poplar,
aspen, mountain ash,
birch.

G3

Install wire mesh around
all poplar trees.
Implement weed control.

G4
G5

Repair all wire mesh
enclosures.
Implement weed control.

G6

Install wire mesh around
existing trees.
Implement weed control

Increase riparian
buffer zone.

Stabilize bank.
Provide shade to
area.
Provide shade to
area.
Transplant
specimens from
native area to „seed‟
G2.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Invasive species
present.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Encourage
Saskatoon, red-osier
dogwood and choke
cherry shrubs to
compete with weeds.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Some invasive

SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Once established, natural
grasses should diminish
weed growth.
Use wire mesh to enclose all
plant communities to prevent
damage by beavers.
Use wire mesh to enclose all
trees to prevent damage by
beavers.

These poplars stabilize bank.

Consider thinning trees to
encourage new growth.
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G7
G8
G9

G10
G11

G12

G13
G14
G15

G16

G17
G18

G19

G20

G21

for invasive spp.
Install wire mesh on 8 to
10 larger trees/shrubs.
Install wire mesh around
10 to 15 willow plants.
Do not disturb.
Plant several coniferous
trees.
Do not disturb.
Plant berry-producing
shrub community around
storm water outfall.
Install wire mesh around
naturally occurring
shrubs and trees.
Plant one or several trees
to shade picnic area.
Do not disturb.
Install wire mesh around
several large trees.
Install wire mesh around
willow and poplar.
Plant several groupings
of willow.
In open section, plant 10
to 15 clusters of willow,
poplar, aspen, mountain
ash and birch.
None.
Plant shrubs around
upstream side of storm
water outfall.
None.

Plant shrubs around
downstream side of
storm water outfall.
Install wire mesh around
Manitoba maple and
willows in area.
Install wire mesh or
fence around black
poplar community on
edge with G20.

species present.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Provide winter
cover, compete with
weed spp.
Attract birdlife to
area.
Conceal storm water
outfall.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.

Use wire mesh to enclose
entire shrub community to
prevent damage by beavers.

Provide shade to
recreation users of
G12.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Stabilize bank

Provide shade to
park area.

Use wire mesh around
willows to prevent damage
by beavers.
Use a tree transplanting
machine to plant all soil
fauna and flora along with
the tree.

Area is subject to
frequent flooding.
Conceal storm water
outfall.
Area is sand deposit
from storm water
outfall.
Conceal storm water
outfall.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.

Over time, this black poplar
community will stabilize
bank significantly.
Preservation is imperative in
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this area.
G22

G23
G24
G25
G26

Install wire mesh or
fence around shrub and
tree growth.
Plant some berryproducing shrub spp.
None.
Install wire fence around
shrub community.
Install wire mesh around
willow trees.
Install wire mesh around
several large trees.

Prevent damage to
trees by beavers and
merge area with
areas G21/G24.
Attract birdlife.

Prevent damage to
shrubs by beavers.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.
Prevent damage to
trees by beavers.

Use wire mesh to prevent
damage to shrubs by beavers.

Remaining trees may be left
for use by beavers.
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3

3.0 Proposed Enhancement Sites (2005)
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3.1 Enhancement Site Priority Rankings
The ten proposed enhancement sites that follow are listed in order of perceived priority
based on a simple evaluation/comparison analysis in which each site was ranked on a
twenty point scale for the following factors:






Potential Materials Cost (lower cost ranked higher score)
Labour Cost/Input (lower amount ranked higher score)
Potential Biodiversity Improvement
Potential Aesthetics or Problem-Solving Improvement
Potential to Reward Greatest Number of Park Users

The highest possible score would be 100 if the proposed site modifications dramatically
improved a site on the basis of all five of the above.
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Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

18

14

12

15

Cost

Labour Factor

18

77

Aesthetics
Factor

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

3.2 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-1
Reach F.
Between area F4 and F6.
Along south shore of river.
See Figure A6 - Reach F(b).
Install wire mesh fencing on an 80 metre stretch
between F4 and F6 to protect all shrubs and bushes up
bank of the fence. This vegetation will thrive if
protected from damage caused by beavers.
Fence line is estimated at $200. Posts available from
the City of St. Albert at no cost. Minimal labour
required.
Riparian corridor is presently fragmented. Growth of
vegetation will join this enhancement site to vegetated
areas at either end and create habitat for birdlife.

Minimal improvement to area‟s aesthetics.
Concern exists if wire mesh fence were visible.
Aesthetic value will improve when area re-vegetates.

1

Special
Considerations

PRIORITY

Users
Factor

No obstructions to current use of area would occur.

This area attracts a high volume of recreational
users.
None.
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Labour Factor

Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

12

13

18

15

18

2

Aesthetics
Factor
Users Factor

PRIORITY

Special
Considerations

75

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site Description

3.3 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-2
Reach C.
Area C7.
Upstream of clustered picnic tables.
Gentle slope towards river.
Currently mowed.
Little cover and food for birdlife.
400m2
See Figure A1 - Reach C.
Plant tree and shrub community over most of area C7.
Near river – willow and alder.
Up bank – wild rose, pin cherry, dogwood.
High up bank – spruce, poplar, trembling aspen, wild
rose, dogwood, pin cherry.
Approximately 30 mature trees are required to be
purchased.
Significant labour input required for site modification
in preparation for planting.
Proximity to near forests = significant potential to
attract birdlife.
Possible attraction of grey catbird due to proximity of
river‟s edge.
Proximity to Big Lake makes site 2-C highly likely to
have encounters with wildlife from upstream.
Current area C7 is open; the recommended planting of
an island of forest will break up the barrenness of the
area.
Trees will provide shade to recreation area.
Straight mowing line will become curved.
Trestle Bridge still within sightlines.

This area attracts a high volume of recreational
users.
Close proximity to Lion‟s Park and its facilities.
Parking easily available on Mission Rd. north of site.
Enhancement site will greatly increase user
satisfaction.
Maintain sightlines of Trestle Bridge.
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Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

18

14

10

12

Cost

Labour Factor

18

72

Aesthetics
Factor

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

3.4 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-3
Reach G.
Area G25, along border with G20.
See Figure A11 - Reach G(d).

Install wire mesh fencing on an 80 metre stretch
parallel to the river to protect all shrubs, mature black
poplar and black spruce up bank of the fence.
Black poplars and black spruce are currently being
removed by beavers.
Fence line is estimated at $200. Posts available from
the City of St. Albert at no cost. Minimal labour
required.
Existing large trees will maintain high biodiversity
when protected from damage caused by beavers.
The growth of a shrub zone will increase the
biodiversity of the area.
Minimal improvement to area‟s aesthetics.
Concern exists if wire mesh fence were visible;
however the area is out of view from the walking path.

3

Special
Considerations

PRIORITY

Users
Factor

No effect on recreational users.

None.
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Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

17

12

8

72

Cost

Biodiversity Factor

17

Biodiversity
Potential

Labour Factor

18

Aesthetics
Factor

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

3.5 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-4
Reach G.
Area G21, along north shore close to boundary with
G20.
Steep bank to raised elevation, good lookout area.
Considerable tree removal by beavers has taken place.
See Figure A10 - Reach G(c).
Install wire mesh fencing on an 80 metre stretch
parallel to the river along the border of G20 and G21
near base of slope.

Fence line is estimated at $200. Posts available from
the City of St. Albert at no cost. Minimal labour
required.
Existing shrub and tree community will maintain high
biodiversity when protected from damage caused by
beavers.
The maturation of a shrub zone on the steep bank will
stabilize the steep bank and attract birdlife to the area.
Minimal improvement to area‟s aesthetics. Shrub
community will prevent soil erosion which would
detract from the area‟s aesthetic value.

4

Special
Considerations

PRIORITY

Users
Factor

No effect on recreational users.

A shrub community will greatly stabilize the steep
bank.
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Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

14

14

12

16

Suggestions

Labour Factor

14

Modest costs incurred by transplanting trees and
shrubs. Labour required.

5

Aesthetics
Factor
Users
Factor

PRIORITY

Special
Considerations

70

Reach D.
Area D3 close to boundary with D2.
Downstream of Children‟s Bridge.
250m2
See Figure A2 - Reach D(a).
Plant berry-producing trees (mountain ash, Saskatoon,
choke cherry, dogwood, pin cherry, cranberry,
raspberry, red currant and wild rose) to attract birdlife,
break up straight edge caused by mowers and reduce
the openness of the area.

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Cost

Site
Description

3.6 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-5

Shrub/tree community will be frequented by birdlife
from area south of paved walkway (excellent natural
habitat for birds).

Aim of enhancing this site is to create a more natural
look and attract birdlife viewable by pathway users.

This area attracts a high volume of recreational
users and thus the enhancement site will be
frequently viewed; strongest factor for project.
Part of Children‟s Festival site (tent set up).
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Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

16

12

16

Site
Description

Biodiversity Factor

12

Eliminate mowing in this area.
Allow natural grasses to grow.
Plant shrub and tree community to attract birdlife.
Install wire mesh fencing to protect from damage
caused by beavers.

Cost

Labour Factor

12

Reach F.
Area F9 along paved walkway leading to Braeside
Pedestrian Bridge.
Triangular in shape.
See Figure A7 - Reach F(c).

68

Aesthetics
Factor

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

3.7 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-6

Modest costs incurred by transplanting trees and
shrubs. Use of soil plugs and/or nursery-grown
trees/shrubs is possible. Labour required.
Enhancement site 6-F is adjacent to a forest; it will
attract birdlife and eventually forest plants.

Use a variety of tree and shrub species to maximize
aesthetic value. Site is highly visible from elevated
walkway.

6

Special
Considerations

PRIORITY

Users
Factor

Elevated walkway attracts a high volume of

recreational users.

Dense shrub and tree community growth in site 6-F
will significantly reduce access to area F8 which is
frequented by youth and suffers from litter and
vandalism.
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Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

18

15

15

66

Cost

Biodiversity Factor

10

Biodiversity
Potential

Labour Factor

8

Aesthetics
Factor

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

3.8 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-7

7

Special
Considerations

Users
Factor

PRIORITY

Reach F.
Area F12.
Mowed, flat topography, park.
Willows dispersed throughout area.
See Figure A5 - Reach F(a).
Plant a mixed tree/shrub community along river‟s
bank.
Allow natural grasses to grow.
Use machine assisted transplant methods to transplant
large bushes and trees from other locations.
Install wire mesh fencing to protect from damage
caused by beavers.
Weed control required for Canada thistle.
High costs incurred by transplanting trees and shrubs.
Use of soil plugs and/or nursery-grown trees/shrubs is
possible. Labour intensive.
Large improvements in biodiversity are to be expected
due to the area‟s large size and potential to establish
forest habitat for migrating and nesting birds.

Enhanced aesthetics, but not key benefit to project.

Area is not often frequented by recreational users as
the majority of users remain on or near to the paved
walking path.
None.
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Labour Factor

Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

8

10

18

14

15

Aesthetics
Factor

65

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

3.9 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-8

Special
Considerations

8

Users
Factor

PRIORITY

Reach G.
Area G16.
Mowed, flat topography.
Area is located behind Canadian Tire, between the
river‟s edge and the paved walkway.
See Figure A9 - Reach G(b).
Plant a mixed tree/shrub community along river‟s
bank.
Allow natural grasses to grow.
Use machine assisted transplant methods to transplant
large bushes and trees from other locations.
Install wire mesh fencing to protect from damage
caused by beavers.
Weed control required for Canada thistle.
Moderate to high costs incurred by transplanting trees
and shrubs. Use of soil plugs and/or nursery-grown
trees/shrubs is possible. Labour intensive.
Large improvements in biodiversity are to be expected
due to the area‟s large size and potential to establish
forest habitat for migrating and nesting birds. In order
to ensure quality biodiversity, weed control is required
for Canada thistle.
Enhanced aesthetics should be expected as area is
currently open.

Area is not often frequented by recreational users as
the majority of users remain on or near to the paved
walking path. Shade provided by mature planted trees
will encourage park use. Picnic tables could be
considered in the future.
None.
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Labour Factor

Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

10

8

18

12

15

9

Aesthetics
Factor
Users
Factor

PRIORITY

Special
Considerations

63

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

3.10 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-9
Reach G.
Area G2, downstream of Braeside Pedestrian Bridge.
Mowed, flat topography, park.
Willows dispersed throughout area.
See Figure A8 - Reach G(a).
Eliminate mowing to entire area G2 and from the
river‟s edge to the tree line.
Plant a mixed tree/shrub community along entire
stretch of river‟s bank in G2.
Allow natural canary grasses to grow.
Use machine assisted transplant methods to transplant
large bushes and trees from other riparian locations.
Install wire mesh fencing to protect from damage
caused by beavers.
Weed control required for Canada thistle.
High costs incurred by transplanting trees, shrubs and
materials required for protection from beavers. Use of
soil plugs and/or nursery-grown trees/shrubs is
possible. Considerable weed control costs may exist.
Labour intensive.
Large improvements in biodiversity are to be expected
due to the area‟s large size and potential to establish
forest habitat for migrating and nesting birds.

An enhanced „natural‟ feel will be an outcome in the
area. Current „open‟ feel will be reduced resulting in
an increased aesthetic value.

Area experiences moderate use as a shortcut from the
Braeside Pedestrian Bridge to the paved pathway
(northeast of current Braeside walkway-St. Albert
Center walkway junction), and as a relaxation area in
cluster of trees/REEP birdfeeder post.
None.
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Labour Factor

Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

8

8

3

19

20

10

Aesthetics
Factor
Users
Factor

PRIORITY

Special
Considerations

58

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

3.11 Proposed Enhancement Site 2005-10
Reach C.
Area C1, near Children‟s Bridge.
Area surrounding storm water outfall and all
areas affected by resulting erosion.
See Figure A1 - Reach C.
Modify storm water outfall to align with
existing/current edge of river.
Fill eroded area clay/sand/soil; install erosion
protection such as gabions/riprap/siltation
fencing.
Plant shrubs to stabilize bank, install seeded
geotextile mats to establish immediate grass
community.
High costs incurred by equipment and labour
required to modify storm water outfall and fill
eroded areas. Low costs incurred (small area)
from planting seeded geotextile mats, shrubs and
other vegetation. Consider nursery-grown shrubs
if necessary. Labour intensive.
Minimal improvements in biodiversity should be
expected due to the area‟s small size and close
proximity to the Children‟s Bridge.

Aesthetics value would increase considerably by
correcting eroded land and hiding storm water
outfall.
This area attracts a high volume of recreational
users.

None.
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4

4.0 Shrub Planting Tests (2005)
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4.1 Methods
An exploratory test project was initiated to go along with the other REEP initiatives in
the 2005 year. A single location on the south bank of the Sturgeon River in reach F was
selected due to its close proximity to the Big Lake Environmental Support Society
(BLESS) Summer Nature Centre where the test site would be easily accessed.
The purpose was to determine if various types of common existing riparian shrubs could
be grown from spring cuttings of living plants with minimal expenditure of labour and
other costs. The trial plantings were set up to obtain information related to growing
potential at various distances and heights above the river‟s water line (varying levels of
soil dryness). Very little attempt was made to assist the growth of test plantings. The
plants were not watered and competition with established plants was not controlled or
reduced by their removal.
An attempt was made to revisit and count all the plantings through the months of June to
August despite difficulty in finding the test plantings among other established plants
(which included grasses, sedges, thistle, etc.)

4.2 Results
The results of the first attempt to generate shrub growth through planting cuttings are
shown in the following tables.
Table 1 shows the number of plants found to be alive on three dates. The 190 plants were
viewed and counted following the original planting in early May. Growth rates increased
from May 20th to June 2nd but by July 26th nearly the entire test planting (of those cuttings
found) had ceased growth; as such, no need for further counts was warranted.
The original intent was to determine if the placement locations on the bank slope had an
effect on survival rates of the planted vegetation (Table 2). It was observed that after the
first and second counts, plants near the bottom of the slope had higher survival rates than
plants at the top of the slope. By the last count on July 26, most plants throughout the test
site had perished.

4.3 Interpretation
Based on the findings of the 2005 shrub planting tests (Table 2), plant cuttings closer to
the river‟s edge survived longer than those planted further up the bank slope. It is
possible that the longer surviving test shrubs were located in soils with higher moisture
content than those further up the bank. The July 26, 2005 test site inventory showed only
one remaining live plant; it is possible that reduced precipitation, typical of later summer,
caused the soil moisture levels to decline and plants the perish. For further plantings, it is
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recommended that tree and shrub cuttings be „started‟ in a nursery and watered often
during the summer and fall to ensure establishment and winter survival.
Table 1. Plant growth success.
Plant
Species

Number
Planted

Bebb's
Willow
R.O.
Dogwood
Yellow
willow
Willow
spp.
Total

Plants Showing
Growth on May 20th
(buds or leaves)
Number
Percent

Number Showing
Growth on June 2 (buds
or leaves)
Number
Percent

Number Showing
Growth on July 26
(buds or leaves)
Number
Percent

80

18

22.5

56

70.0

0

0.0

60

9

15.0

11

18.3

0

0.0

40

1

2.5

19

47.5

1

2.5

10

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

190

28

14.7

86

45.3

1

0.5

Table 2. Plant growth success of original 190 individuals planted, based on planting
location, from the bottom of the slope to the top of the slope.
Location of
Planting
Bottom Slope
2nd lowest
3rd lowest
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
Top of Slope
Total survival

Total
Number of
Original
Plants
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
190

Plants Living
May 20
PercentNumber
age
12
63.2
8
42.1
4
21.1
1
5.3
1
5.3
1
5.3
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
1
5.3
28
14.7

Plants Living
June 2
PercentNumber
age
12
63.2
16
84.2
11
57.9
7
36.8
9
47.4
8
42.1
6
31.6
7
36.8
6
31.6
4
21.1
86
45.3

Plants Living
July 26
PercentNumber
age
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
1
5.3
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
1
0.5
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5.0 Completed Enhancement Sites (2006-2011)
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5.1 Enhancement Site 2005-9 (Berrymore Flats – planted 2006)
This enhancement site was planted during the 2006 Father‟s Day
Planting Event organized by the City of St. Albert and the Big
Lake Environmental Support Society.
SITE
Reach G.
DESCRIPTION
Area G2.
Site is on the east bank of the Sturgeon River, where a mowed,
topographically flat park exists.
See Figure A 23 - Reach G(a).
SUGGESTIONS
Enhancement site 2005-9 is well grown in. Site should be
monitored regularly for beaver activity and wire mesh fencing
installed if needed. Monitor for the invasive noxious weed
Canada thistle (risk of weed establishment is low as site is well
grown in).
The 2005 REEP report recommends reduced mowing and
allowing natural grasses to establish further up the river‟s bank.
This site was planted with 600 trees and shrubs.
COSTS
REEP received $2000 in funding from the Unilever-Evergreen
Aquatic Stewardship Grant.
An additional $600 in funding was received from an unspecified
local environmental group.
BIOLOGICAL
Widening of the buffer area and the introduction of a tree and
POTENTIAL
shrub community has produced considerable improvements in
biological potential. Further improvements are possible by
extending the tree/shrub area deeper into the park.
AESTHETICS
Sightlines to the Sturgeon River from the mowed park have been
FACTOR
reduced moderately. Users of the elevated paved pathway view a
greater diversity of trees/shrubs, elevating the site‟s value.
USER FACTOR
Users of the elevated paved pathway are not affected; users of the
mowed area do not experience a reduction in park space as the
planting bed is far from regular foot traffic.
SPECIAL
Consider expanding enhancement site 2005-9 for future REEP
CONSIDERATIONS projects.
The opportunity exists to design an un-mowed park where natural
vegetation would be allowed to reclaim the area from the river‟s
edge to the tree line. A narrow mowed winding path should be
maintained to accommodate for foot traffic between the
(shortcut) Braeside Pedestrian Bridge and the paved Red Willow
Park pathway to the north. The area surrounding the tree cluster
where the REEP sign/birdfeeder post is located should be mowed
enough to allow for a picnic/nature appreciation area.
OUTCOME
No data was available regarding what species were planted
during the 2006 Father‟s Day Planting Event; however, reports
indicate that a total of 600 trees/shrubs were planted in 2005-9.
BACKGROUND
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5.2 Enhancement Site 2005-8 (Gervais Corner – planted 2007)
BACKGROUND

This enhancement site was planted during two 2007 Planting
Events, organized by the City of St. Albert and the Big Lake
Environmental Support Society.
SITE
Reach G.
DESCRIPTION
Area G16.
Site is gently sloped on the west bank of the Sturgeon River,
behind Canadian Tire.
See Figure A 24 - Reach G(b).
SUGGESTIONS
Monitor and control for invasive noxious weed species
(Canada thistle and scentless chamomile).
The 2005 REEP report recommends reduced mowing and
allowing natural grasses to grow up the river‟s bank near to the
paved walkway. Also suggested is the planting of a willow and
shrub community.
This site was planted with 300 trees and shrubs.
COSTS
REEP was awarded $2000 in funding from the Alberta
Conservation Association to fund the enhancement site 2005-8
project. $1998.94 was used, the remaining $1.06 was applied
towards 2008 REEP funding.
BIOLOGICAL
Widening of the buffer area and the introduction of a tree and
POTENTIAL
shrub community has produced improvements in biological
potential. Further improvements are possible by extending the
tree/shrub/grass area deeper into the park and joining all current
island patch habitat.
AESTHETICS
Sightlines to the Sturgeon River have not been reduced.
FACTOR
Sightlines from the mowed area have not been altered
significantly.
USER FACTOR
Users of the paved pathway are not affected; users of the mowed
area are required to walk around planting beds.
SPECIAL
Consider expanding enhancement site 2005-8 for future REEP
CONSIDERATIONS projects. Grass mowing of the area could be reduced to allow
growth of native grasses which would increase the buffer zone
between the river and the St. Albert Centre/Canadian Tire
parking lots.
The final report to the Alberta Conservation Association indicates that
OUTCOME
300 trees/shrubs were planted. No data was available regarding what
species were planted at site 2005-8.
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5.3 Enhancement Site 2005-7 (Sturgeon Point - planted 2008)
BACKGROUND

This enhancement site was planted during the 2008 Planting Event
organized by the City of St. Albert and the Big Lake Environmental
Support Society. A total of 616 trees/shrubs were planted.
SITE
Reach F.
DESCRIPTION
Area F12.
Site is gently sloped on the northwest bank of the Sturgeon River. A
large mowed park is present; the river flows to the west, and then
bends north.
Site 2005-7 is behind the Sturgeon Point Villas apartment complex.
See Figure A 20 - Reach F (a).
SUGGESTIONS
Monitor and control for invasive noxious weed species (Canada
thistle and scentless chamomile).
The 2005 REEP report recommends reclaiming at least 50% of the
park area into a natural grass and shrub community. This can be
accomplished by reduced mowing and planting of various shrubs and
willow species.
COSTS
A total of $2950 was procured; $1500 was provided by a 2007
Environmental Initiatives Grant from the City of St. Albert, the
remaining $1450 was funded by the same grant within the spring
2008 granting session.
A total of $2968.97 was spent for the 2008 planting event resulting
in a deficit of $18.97 which was paid for using carryover funds from
the 2007 Planting Event.
BIOLOGICAL
Widening of the buffer area and the introduction of a shrub
POTENTIAL
community has produced improvements in biological potential.
Further improvements are possible by extending the shrub/grass area
deeper into the park.
AESTHETICS
Sightlines to the Sturgeon River have been reduced moderately.
FACTOR
Sightlines from the mowed area have not been altered significantly.
USER FACTOR
Users of the paved pathway and the mowed area are not affected.
SPECIAL
Consider expanding enhancement site 2005-7 for future REEP
CONSIDERATIONS projects. Grass mowing of the area could be reduced to allow growth
of native grasses which would increase the buffer zone between the
river and the Sturgeon Point Villas.
OUTCOME
Trees and shrubs planted at the 2008 REEP event.
Species
Number
Species
Number
Saskatoon
39
Dogwood
50
Balsam poplar
60
White spruce
134
Pin cherry/
Alder
43
choke cherry
84
Birch
36
Hawthorne
55
Willow species
115
Total
616
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5.4 Enhancement Site 2005-11 (Rivercrest I - planted 2010)
BACKGROUND

SITE
DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTIONS

COSTS

BIOLOGICAL
POTENTIAL

AESTHETICS
FACTOR
USER FACTOR

This site was added to the 2005 proposed enhancement site list due
to its proximity to 2005-7, the benefits of adding a longer wildlife
corridor in a predominantly mowed area, and its ideal location for a
community project in partnership with the Clean Up the Sturgeon
event. This enhancement site was planted during the 2010 Clean Up
the Sturgeon event organized by the City of St. Albert and the Big
Lake Environmental Support Society.
Reach F.
Area F12.
Site is on the west bank of the Sturgeon River, behind the Sturgeon
Point Villas apartment complex on Rivercrest Crescent.
See Figure A 22 - Reach F(c).
Monitor and control for invasive noxious weed species (Canada
thistle and scentless chamomile).
The 2005 REEP report recommends reduced mowing and allowing
natural grasses to grow up the river‟s bank to the paved walkway.
Also suggested is the planting of a willow and shrub community.
This site was planted with 417 trees and shrubs and should continue
to be expanded by future REEP efforts.
$1950.50 was funded by the Roy Financial grant received in 2006.
Funding applications were submitted to RBC Blue Water Project,
Alberta Stewardship Network, and Tree Canada grant programs;
however, none were approved.
Widening of the buffer area and the introduction of a tree and shrub
community has produced improvements in biological potential.
Further improvements are possible by extending the tree/shrub area
deeper into the park.
Sightlines to the Sturgeon River have not been reduced.

Users of the paved pathway are not affected, users of the mowed are
do not experience a reduction in user satisfaction.
SPECIAL
Consider expanding and connecting enhancement sites 2005-11,
CONSIDERATIONS 2005-7, and 2005-12 for future REEP projects.
OUTCOME
Trees and shrubs planted at the 2010 REEP event
Species
Number
Species
Number
Pin cherry
75
Dogwood
45
Choke cherry
25
White spruce
107
Wolf willow
15
Alder
50
Wild red currant
45
Balsam poplar
13
Hawthorne
15
Willow species
27
Total
417
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5.5 Enhancement Site 2005-12 (Rivercrest II – planted 2011)
BACKGROUND

SITE
DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTIONS

COSTS

BIOLOGICAL
POTENTIAL

AESTHETICS
FACTOR
USER FACTOR

This site was added to the 2005 proposed enhancement site list due
to its proximity to 2005-7 and 2005-11, the benefits of adding a
longer wildlife corridor in a predominantly mowed area, and its ideal
location for a community project in partnership with the Clean Up
the Sturgeon event.
This enhancement site was planted during the 2011 Clean Up the
Sturgeon event organized by the City of St. Albert and the Big Lake
Environmental Support Society.
Reach F, Area F12.
Site is on the west bank of the Sturgeon River, behind the Rivercrest
Apartment Complex.
See Figure A 21 - Reach F(b).
Monitor and control for invasive noxious weed species (Canada
thistle and scentless chamomile are present).
The 2005 REEP report recommends reduced mowing and allowing
natural grasses to grow up the river‟s bank to the paved walkway.
Also suggested is the planting of a willow and shrub community.
This site was planted with 334 trees and shrubs and should continue
to be expanded by future REEP efforts.
Total funds in the amount of $7500 was procured through:
1. Ron Hodgson Chevrolet Buick GMC ($2500),
2. City of St. Albert Environmental Initiatives Grant ($5000).
These funds include money used towards planting supplies, REEP
report update, and future projects.
Widening of the buffer area and the introduction of a tree and shrub
community has produced improvements in biological potential.
Further improvements are possible by extending the tree/shrub area
deeper into the park.
Sightlines to the Sturgeon River have not been reduced.

Users of the paved pathway are not affected, users of the mowed
area do not experience reduced user satisfaction.
SPECIAL
Consider expanding and connecting enhancement sites 2005-7,
CONSIDERATIONS 2005-11, and 2005-12 for future REEP projects.
OUTCOME
Trees and shrubs planted at the 2011 REEP event
Species
Number
Species
Number
Pin cherry
60
Dogwood
60
Mountain alder
14
Willow spp
45
Dwarf birch
48
White spruce
6
Wild rose
45
Hawthorne
13
Wild red currant
23
Balsam poplar
5
Paper birch
15
Total
334
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6.0 REEP Enhancement Sites: Plant Survival Assessment
(2011)
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6.1 Overview
In August 2011, a plant survey was conducted by Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology (NAIT) researchers. The purpose of the survey was to determine the success
of planted trees and shrubs within the 2006 to 2011 REEP enhancement sites.
Table 3. Location and area of eight planted beds for 2006-2011 REEP sites.
Site
Code
8-G(a)
8-G(b)
9-G(a)
9-G(b)
11-F
12-F
7-F(a)
7-F(b)

Reach
G
G
G
G
F
F
F
F

Start (north end
UTM)
12U 0326872 5947218
12U 0326884 5947130
12U 0326855 5946899
12U 0326893 5946972
12U 0326778 5946775
12U 0326776 5946689
12U 0326760 5946899
12U 0326713 5946406

Finish (south end
Area
UTM)
(m2)
12U 0326890 5947139
183
12U 0326876 5947058
446
12U 0326874 5946932
292
12U 0326912 5947004
333
12U 0326778 5946712
236
12U 0326767 5946578
611
12U 0326725 5946407
252
12U 0326674 5946387
146
Total

Combined
Area (m2)
629
625
236
611
398
2499

6.2 Methods
Each REEP enhancement site was mapped using global positioning system (GPS) unit by
recording start and finish (relative to the Sturgeon River‟s direction of flow) coordinates.
Enhancement sites where sketched and their general shape digitized. Enhancement sites
2005-7, 2005-8, and 2005-9 were broken into two, five and two planting beds
respectively. Each planting bed/REEP enhancement site was measured for total length,
and the width was measured at three metre intervals. This procedure ensured that accurate
area values were obtained for each planting bed; the results of which can be viewed in
Table 3.

NAIT researchers (trained in tree and shrub identification) catalogued all tree/shrub
species within each planting bed/REEP enhancement site. To ensure accuracy, a field
guide was used, field professionals were consulted and researchers photographed all
species and collected plant samples which were archived.
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6.3 Results
REEP enhancement site success was determined by comparing the total number of trees
and shrubs found in each site with the total originally planted number of plants. Table 4
summarizes the survival rates of trees and shrubs in each of the enhancement sites.
Survival ranged from a high of 80% (site 8-G) to a low of 25% (site 7-F).
Species remaining were also catalogued, results of which may be viewed in Table 4.
While most species had fewer individuals recorded in the 2011 inventory than were
originally planted, some species have increased considerably in numbers over what was
planted originally. Red-osier dogwood and willow species were both found to be present
at 175% of original planting numbers. Wild rose was found at 144% of original planting
numbers. Such data indicates these species‟ ability to thrive along the Sturgeon River‟s
edge; their continued use in future REEP projects is recommended.
Species exhibiting relatively high survival rates included balsam poplar (95% survival),
birch species (93% survival) and choke cherry (80% survival). Use of these species in
future REEP projects is also recommended.
Certain species were found in low numbers or were not found at all, compared to original
planting numbers. Red currant, white spruce and pin cherry were found to have low
survival rates, while Saskatoon bushes did not appear to have survived at all.
Some species were identified which had no record of being planted at REEP
enhancement sites. It is possible that such species were present in contaminated plant
orders from tree/shrub nurseries. Another possibility is that St. Albert residents have
planted tree/shrub species on separate days from REEP planting events. In Table 4,
species which were not originally documented show as blank cells in the „Species
Survival Rate” (bottom row). These species are larch/tamarack, trembling aspen,
Manitoba maple, raspberry, jack pine and black spruce. It is recommended that no action
be taken against these species (with the exception of the Manitoba maple), as none pose a
significant threat to the river edge‟s biodiversity. The procedures required to remove
these previously undocumented species will likely generate adverse environmental
impact far greater than if no action is taken.
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Table 4. Inventory of shrubs and trees at REEP sites. Number of individuals planted (P), number surviving in July
2011 (S), and survival rate (SR) for each species are included where information is available.

1
2

1

20
22
46
5
24
8
10
5
207

35

10

300

240

P
60
10

7-F (2008)
7&8
S
SR (%)
4
7
0
0

11-F (2010)
5
P
S
SR (%)
13
18
>1002
7

P
5

12-F (2011)
6
S
SR (%)
7
>1002
2

5

8

1
7
4
3

91

Cannot be calculated

1

P

8-G (2007)
1&2
S
SR (%)
25

Number of individual plants of each species not available

600

9-G (2006)
3&4
S
SR (%)
20

Cannot be calculated

P
Number of individual plants of each species not available

Site (Year Planted)
NAIT Site Names
Common Name
Balsam poplar
Beaked hazelnut
Black spruce
Choke cherry
Dwarf birch
Green alder
Hawthorn
Jack Pine
Larch/tamarack
Manitoba maple
Mountain Alder
Pin cherry
Raspberry
Red currant
Red-osier dogwood
Saskatoon
Trembling aspen
White (paper) birch
White spruce
Wild rose
Willow spp
Wolf willow
Total Number of plants

7

0

0

>1002

13

9
1

69

20
56

40
75

14
60

10
0

71
0

0
0

0
0

23
60

0
40

0
67

15
6
45
45

40
14
3
50
34

93
50
>1002
76

334

2101

631

22
14

51
31

15

19

84

8

10

50
75

50
39

64
0

45
45

251

36
17

36
134

41

115
616

1561

28
48

43
45

32
0
1
18
18
5
26

80

25

3
50
13
23

107

8

7

27
15
417

1
8
1641

4
53
391

calculation includes all shrubs inventoried within the site, regardless of whether the species was planted as part of the original REEP project
greater than 100% survival indicates self-propagation of plant species (self-seeded, suckers, and/or present prior to REEP planting)
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7.0 Bird Biodiversity Assessment (2011)
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7.1 Overview
In May and June 2011, a bird survey was conducted by Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
(NAIT) researchers. The purpose of the survey was to determine how eight recently planted (2006
to 2011) enhancement sites were being used by birds as part of the City of St. Albert‟s River Edge
Enhancement Project (REEP). The eight enhancement sites, assessed in 2011 for bird
biodiversity, are located in reaches F and G (four enhancement sites per reach) (Table 5). See
Appendix 3 for diagrams of all enhancement site locations.

7.2 Methods
From May 11 to June 29, 2011, two teams of NAIT researchers (trained to identify bird species
by morphology and phonology) conducted point count and line transect surveys at the eight REEP
enhancement sites, within Reaches F and G of the Sturgeon River (Table 5). Point count and line
transect surveys were conducted from one half hour before sunrise (approximately 4 am) to 7 am
on 15 sampling days. Surveys were not conducted on days of significant rainfall or wind that had
potential to impede bird detection.
Table 5. Location and area of eight REEP sites (planted 2006-2011) where bird biodiversity
was assessed, spring 2011.
Site
Code
8-G(a)

Reach

8-G(b)

G

9-G(a)

G

9-G(b)

G

11-F

F

12-F

F

7-F(a)

F

7-F(b)

F

G

Start (north end
UTM)
12U 0326872
5947218
12U 0326884
5947130
12U 0326855
5946899
12U 0326893
5946972
12U 0326778
5946775
12U 0326776
5946689
12U 0326760
5946899
12U 0326713
5946406

Finish (south end
UTM)
12U 0326890
5947139
12U 0326876
5947058
12U 0326874
5946932
12U 0326912
5947004
12U 0326778
5946712
12U 0326767
5946578
12U 0326725
5946407
12U 0326674
5946387

Area
(m2)
183

Combined Area (m2)

446

629

292
333

625

236

236

611

611

252
146

398

Total

2499
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Each enhancement site was sampled a minimum of 2 times per sampling morning, once by each
team, and once earlier and once later within the morning. Counts did not extend beyond 7 am
because bird detection decreased as traffic volume increased adjacent to the sampling areas. At
each of the 8 REEP enhancement sites, researchers were positioned twenty metres up-bank from
the center point of the enhancement site, so that they were sitting in the adjacent mowed habitat
and able to record birds in all 4 surrounding habitats – river, REEP enhancement, mowed, or
adjacent forest. Two observers, equipped with binoculars, were at each site so that birds could be
detected in all directions (360 degrees). Observers mapped the location and movements of birds
within their sampling circle, to avoid double counting birds within the 10 minute observation
period. All bird individuals counted were recorded by general location (within enhancement
planting bed or out of enhancement planting bed) and by specific location (in tree, in adjacent
forest, in riparian zone, on mowed area, on water or flyover). Researchers recorded species,
general and specific location, and gender (when possible) for a ten minute period. Once the ten
minutes had expired, the observers walked a line transect along the edge of the enhancement sites
to ensure all birds had been accounted for.
Maximum number of each bird species detected within a 10 minute observation period was used
for comparison of habitat use. Shannon Weiner's Index was used to assess bird biodiversity at
each of the 4 habitat types (adjacent forest, REEP enhancement, river, and mowed). A higher H
value indicates a higher level of diversity.
A copy of the field data sheet used for collecting point count data can be found in Appendix 7.

7.3 Results and Interpretations
All of the 8 REEP enhancement sites had a greater number of bird species than the adjacent
mowed habitats (Fig. 1). Similarly, the REEP sites exhibited higher biodiversity values
(H=2.960) than adjacent mowed habitat (H=2.401) (Table 6). So re-establishing the vegetative
cover along the river‟s edge has provided a habitat that supports greater bird biodiversity than
adjacent mowed habitats. Mowed habitats are used by some bird species as shown in Table 6, but
support lower bird biodiversity overall than adjacent forest or REEP enhancement sites.
The maximum number of species detected was highest in adjacent forest habitats (25 species),
followed by the REEP enhancement sites (22 species). Twelve species were detected in both the
river and mowed habitats. Certain species were only found in adjacent forest habitats (e.g.
pileated and downy wood peckers, yellow-rumped and yellow warblers, and a red-eyed vireo)
(Table 6). Rock dove was the only species that was found exclusively in the REEP enhancement
site, and only on one occasion. Typically the birds species found in the REEP enhancement sites
were also found in some of the other 3 adjacent habitats. As expected, the REEP sites provided
habitat for many of the aquatic species that were observed on the river (Table 6). It is worth
noting that due to unusually high water levels on the river in May and June, some of the
vegetation at the REEP sites and in adjacent forest was under water. So some species, like the
sora, were recorded in adjacent forest habitat, but that forest was flooded and below the water
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mark during spring 2011. Similarly, red-winged black birds that were perched on submerged
cattails were recorded to be in the river habitat.
Adjacent Forest

17

18
15

16
Maximum
Number
of Species
Detected

14

13

13

12

12
10

10

9

14

9 9

6
3

On the River

6
4

9

8

8

6

5

Adjacent Mowed

14

13

7

2

17

16

9

8
4

REEP

19

20

6
4

3

4 4

4

2
0
8-G(a)

8-G(b)

9-G(a)

9-G(b)

11-F

12-F

7-F(a)

7-F(b)

REEP Site Locations

Figure 1. Maximum number of bird species detected at each of the 8 REEP sites, and in the
adjacent forest, river, and mowed habitats.
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Table 6. Maximum number of each species detected in each habitat per 10 minute
observation period, May-June 2011.
Common Name
American Crow
American Robin
American Wigeon
Black-billed Magpie
Black-Capped Chickadee
Blue Jay
Blue-winged Teal
Brown-headed Cowbird
Bufflehead
Canada Goose
Chipping Sparrow
Clay-colored Sparrow
Common Goldeneye
Common Yellowthroat
Downy Woodpecker
Gadwall
Gray Partridge
House Sparrow
Lesser Scaup
Lincoln's Sparrow
Mallard
Merlin
Northern Shoveler
Pileated woodpecker
Red eyed Vireo
Red-Winged Blackbird
Rock Dove
Rose-breasted Grosbreak
Savannah Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Sora
Spotted Sandpiper
Vesper Sparrow
White-throated Sparrow
Wilson's Warbler
Yellow Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
H'= diversity index (higher H value indicates greater
species diversity)
Species Richness (# of species/habitat)
Species Evenness

Adjacent Forest
3
4
0
4
5
2
0
1
0
0
2
2
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
3
0
1
0
1
1
3
0
2
4
4
0
0
1
2
1
2
1

REEP
4
1
2
0
3
0
5
0
2
0
1
1
0
1
0
2
2
0
2
2
4
0
2
0
0
4
2
0
3
1
2
1
0
0
1
0
0

On the
River
0
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
4
2
0
0
5
0
0
2
0
0
4
0
6
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

Adjacent
Mowed
2
3
1
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3.056
25
0.950

2.960
22
0.958

2.354
12
0.948

2.401
12
0.966
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8.0 Proposed Enhancement Sites (2011)
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8.1 Enhancement Site Priority Rankings
The 2011 proposed enhancement sites focus mainly on increasing connectivity, and
reducing current habitat fragmentation, along St. Albert‟s Sturgeon River corridor.
Increased riparian habitat will function to increase wildlife biodiversity, and to improve
ecological function of the Sturgeon River. The eleven proposed enhancement sites that
follow are listed in order of perceived priority based on a simple evaluation/comparison
analysis in which each site was ranked on a twenty point scale using the following
criteria:






Potential Materials Cost (lower cost ranked higher score)
Labour Cost/Input (lower amount ranked higher score)
Potential Biodiversity Improvement
Potential Aesthetics or Problem-Solving Improvement
Potential to Reward Greatest Number of Park Users

The highest possible score would be 100 if the proposed site modifications dramatically
improved a site on the basis of all five criteria listed above.
These 2011 proposed enhancement sites are made up of both new sites since 2005 and
also re-prioritized sites from the original 2005 proposed enhancement sites. The proposed
enhancement sites, in order of priority are:












Priority 1 - Reach C, area C7, upstream of clustered picnic tables on north bank of
the river
Priority 2 - Reach C, area C2, on south bank of river, between river and Lion‟s
Park
Priority 3 - Reach D, area D3, along south bank of river, between Children‟s
Bridge and St. Albert Place
Priority 4 - Reach D, area D9, along north bank of river, between Children‟s
Bridge boat launch
Priority 5 - Reach E, area E2, on south bank of river, from Perron St. Bridge to St.
Albert Road Bridge
Priority 6 - Reach F, area F9, along paved walkway leading to Braeside Pedestrian
Bridge
Priority 7 - Reach G, area G2, downstream of Braeside Pedestrian Bridge
Priority 8 - Reach D, area D5, on south bank of river, from St. Albert Place to
Perron Street Bridge
Priority 9 - Reach F, areas F2 and F3.
Priority 10 - R each F, area F12.
Priority 11 - Reach G, area G16, area behind Canadian Tire, between the river‟s
edge and the paved walkway
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Labour Factor

Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

18

18

14

10

12

1

Aesthetics
Factor
Users
Factor

PRIORITY

Special
Considerations

72

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site Description

8.2 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 1
Reach C, area C7.
Upstream of clustered picnic tables on north bank of
river.
Gentle slope towards river.
Currently mowed.
Little cover and food for birdlife.
See Figure A 1 - Reach C.
Plant tree and shrub community over most of area C7
to provide improved connectivity and habitat diversity
through the riparian corridor.
Near river – willow and alder.
Up bank – wild rose, pin cherry, dogwood.
High up bank – spruce, poplar, trembling aspen, wild
rose, dogwood, pin cherry, raspberry.
Approximately 30 mature trees are required to be
purchased.
Significant labour input required for site modification
in preparation for planting.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.
Proximity to Big Lake increases the potential for site
2011-1 to provide connectivity for wildlife to
downstream habitats.
Current area C7 is open; the recommended planting of
an island of forest will provide visual diversity to the
area and reduce the barrenness.
Trees will provide shade to the recreation area.
Straight mowing line will become curved.
Trestle Bridge still within sightlines.
This area attracts a high volume of recreational users.
Close proximity to Lion‟s Park (and its facilities).
Parking easily available on Mission Rd. north of site.
Enhancement site will increase potential for wildlife
viewing, specifically bird watching.
Maintain sightlines of Trestle Bridge.
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Labour Factor

Biodiversity Factor

Aesthetics Factor

Users Factor

17

18

14

10

12

2

Aesthetics
Factor
Users
Factor

PRIORITY

Special
Considerations

71

Biodiversity
Potential

Cost

Cost of Materials Factor

SCORING

Suggestions

Site
Description

8.3 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 2
Reach C, area C2.
On south bank of river, between river and Lion‟s Park.
Gentle slope towards river.
Currently mowed.
Little cover and food for birdlife.
See Figure A 1 - Reach C.
Plant tree and shrub community over most of area C2
to improve connectivity and habitat diversity along the
riparian corridor.
Near river – willow and alder.
Up bank – wild rose, pin cherry, dogwood.
High up bank – spruce, poplar, trembling aspen, wild
rose, dogwood, pin cherry, raspberry.
Approximately 15 mature trees are required to be
purchased.
Significant labour input required for site modification
in preparation for planting.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.
Reestablishment of riparian vegetation along the river
corridor will help to facilitate wildlife movement
through the city between River Lot 56 and Lois Hole
Provincial Park.
Current area C2 is open; the recommended planting of
a large tree/shrub community will break up the
barrenness of the area.
Trees will provide shade to recreation area.
Straight mowing line will become curved.
Trestle Bridge still within sightlines.
This area attracts a high volume of recreational users.
Close proximity to Lion‟s Park and Downtown.
Parking easily available at Lion‟s Park south of site.
Enhancement site will greatly increase user
satisfaction.
Maintain sightlines of Trestle Bridge.
Possibility exists to incorporate this site into
Downtown Area Development Plan (DARP).
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8.4 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 3
Reach D, area D3.
Along south bank of river, between Children‟s Bridge
and St. Albert Place.
Currently mowed.
Little cover and food for birdlife.
See Figure A 2 - Reach D(a).
Plant tree and shrub communities in patches
throughout this area to create pockets of bird habitat
amongst the historical tent sites that will enhance the
riverside experience for participants of the Children‟s
Festival and other riverside activities.
Near river – willow
Up bank – wild rose, pin cherry, dogwood.
High up bank – spruce, trembling aspen, wild rose,
dogwood, pin cherry, raspberry.
Purchase a diversity of native tree species.
Labour input required for site modification in
preparation for planting.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.
Reestablishment of riparian vegetation along the river
corridor will help to facilitate wildlife movement
through the city between River Lot 56 and Lois Hole
Provincial Park.
Current area D3 is open; the recommended planting of
smaller patches of shrubs and trees will break up the
barrenness of the area and increase opportunities for
bird watching.
Trees will provide shade to recreation area.
This area attracts a high volume of recreational users.
Close proximity to St. Albert Place, St. Albert Public
Library, and Downtown.
Parking easily available at Lion‟s Park south of site.
Enhancement site will greatly increase user
satisfaction.
Possibility exists to incorporate this site into DARP.
Part of Children‟s Festival Program site (tent set up).
Ensure that planting occurs closer to the water, and
that area remains for setting up tents.
Construct a riverside wildlife viewing platform to
improve river access for environmental education
programs.
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8.5 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 4
Reach D, area D9.
Along north bank of river, between Children‟s Bridge
and the boat launch.
Currently mowed.
Little cover and food for birdlife.
See Figures A 2 – Reach D(a), and A 3 – Reach D(b).
Plant tree and shrub community over most of area D9
to re-establish riparian vegetation along the river
corridor to better facilitate wildlife movement through
the city between River Lot 56 and Lois Hole
Provincial Park.
Near river – willow
Up bank – wild rose, pin cherry, dogwood.
High up bank – spruce, trembling aspen, wild rose,
dogwood, pin cherry, raspberry
Purchase several mature trees.
Labour input required for site modification in
preparation for planting.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.
Reestablishment of riparian vegetation along the river
corridor will help to facilitate wildlife movement
through the city between River Lot 56 and Lois Hole
Provincial Park.
Current area D3 is mowed and dotted with several
mature trees; the recommended planting of a large
tree/shrub community will fill in the mowed area.
Shrubs up to paved walking trail will add diversity for
trail users
This area attracts a high volume of recreational users.
Close proximity to St. Albert Place, St. Albert Public
Library, and Downtown.
Parking easily available in Mission neighbourhood.
Possibility exists to mow only patches for picnickers
and other recreational users. These patches will
provide „privacy‟ feel to picnickers/users.
Construct a wildlife viewing platform at the river‟s
edge to improve access for environmental education
programs, and for public use.
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8.6 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 5
Reach E, area E2.
On south bank of river, from Perron Street Bridge to
St. Albert Road Bridge.
Some Manitoba maple currently planted.
See Figure A 4 - Reach E.
Plant trees along most of area E2 to re-establish
riparian vegetation along the river corridor to better
facilitate wildlife movement through the city between
River Lot 56 and Lois Hole Provincial Park.
Near river – willow species, dogwood.
Mid bank – trembling aspen
Approximately 10 mature trees are required to be
purchased for site.
Some labour input required for site modification in
preparation for planting.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.

Current area E2 is mowed and contains few trees; the
recommended planting of a tree/shrub community will
improve connectivity for wildlife movement to
downstream habitats.
More diverse shrub and tree communities along the
paved walkway will improve the aesthetic value for
trail users.
This area attracts a high volume of recreational users.
Close proximity to Downtown.
Parking easily available in downtown.
Possibility exists to incorporate this site into
Downtown Area Development Plan (DARP).
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8.7 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 6
Reach F.
Areas F4 and F9, south side of the river, along paved
walkway leading to Braeside Pedestrian Bridge.
See Figures A6 – Reach F(b), and A7 – Reach F(c).
Eliminate mowing in this area.
Allow natural grasses to grow.
Plant shrub and tree community to improve bank
stability and reduce run off and sedimentation into the
river (specifically along western region of F4, below
the new apartment complex where natural vegetation
was removed).
Install wire mesh fencing to protect trees from damage
caused by beavers.
Modest costs incurred by transplanting trees and
shrubs. Use of soil plugs and/or nursery-grown
trees/shrubs is possible. Labour required.
Enhancement site 2011-6 is adjacent to a forest; it will
attract birdlife, and forest plants are likely to reestablish naturally.

Use a variety of tree and shrub species to maximize
aesthetic value. Site is highly visible from elevated
walkway.
Elevated walkway attracts a high volume of
recreational users.

Dense shrub (prickly species) and tree community
growth in site 2011-6 will significantly reduce access
to area F8 which is frequented by youth and suffers
from litter and vandalism.
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8.8 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 7
Reach G.
Area G2, south side of the river downstream of
Braeside Pedestrian Bridge.
Mowed, flat topography, park, slope to elevated
walkway.
See Figure A8 - Reach G(a).
Eliminate mowing to entire area G2, from the river‟s
edge to the tree line.
Allow natural grasses to reclaim area and plant a
mixed tree/shrub community along entire stretch of
river‟s edge in G2, while maintaining a natural gravel
path through the area for wildlife viewing.
Use machine assisted transplant methods to transplant
large bushes and trees from other riparian locations.
Install wire mesh fencing to protect trees from damage
caused by beavers.
High costs incurred by transplanting trees, shrubs and
materials required for protection from beavers. Use of
soil plugs and/or nursery-grown trees/shrubs is
possible. Considerable weed control costs may exist.
Labour intensive.
This site has potential to re-establish a larger forest
habitat with reduced edge effect and increased
ecological function. Large intact patches of forest are
uncommon along the river corridor, and have potential
to support wildlife that depends on interior forest
structure.
This larger forest habitat will provide a more “natural”
experience within the city limits. It will attract more
unique interior forest species (e.g. Pileated
woodpeckers), for the wildlife viewing enthusiasts.
Area experiences moderate use as a shortcut from the
Braeside Pedestrian Bridge to the paved pathway
(northeast of current Braeside walkway-St. Albert
Center walkway junction), and as a relaxation area in
cluster of trees/REEP birdfeeder post.
The opportunity exists to create a natural trail system
in this area by mowing only a narrow winding path to
accommodate foot traffic by users of the shortcut
(provided by the area) and mowing a small patch
within the tree cluster / REEP birdfeeder post to allow
users to gather in area for nature-appreciation
activities.
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Reach D, area D5.
On south bank of river, from St. Albert Place to
Perron Street Bridge.
Some Manitoba maple currently planted.
See Figures A2 – Reach D(a), and A3 - Reach D(b).
Plant trees along most of area D5 to re-establish
riparian vegetation along the river corridor to facilitate
wildlife movement through the city between River Lot
56 and Lois Hole Provincial Park.
Near river – willow species, dogwood.
Mid bank – trembling aspen
Approximately 5 mature deciduous trees are required
to be purchased for site.
Some labour input required for site modification in
preparation for planting.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.

Recommended planting of a tree/shrub community in
area D5 to join to downstream habitats.
Use a variety of tree and shrub species to maximize
aesthetic value.
This area attracts a high volume of recreational users.
Close proximity to downtown.
Parking easily available in downtown.
Possibility exists to incorporate this site into
Downtown Area Development Plan (DARP).
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8.10 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 9
Reach F.
Areas F2 and F3, south side of the river adjacent to the
BLESS Summer Nature Center.
Mowed, sloped, park.
Some trees and shrubs dispersed throughout area.
See Figure A5 - Reach F(a).
Plant a mixed tree/shrub community along river‟s
bank.
Allow natural grasses to grow.
Use machine assisted transplant methods to transplant
large bushes and trees from other locations.
Install wire mesh fencing to protect trees from damage
caused by beavers.
High costs incurred by transplanting trees and shrubs.
Use of soil plugs and/or nursery-grown trees/shrubs is
possible. Labour intensive.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.

Use a variety of tree and shrub species to maximize
aesthetic value.

This area attracts a high volume of recreational users
including visitors to the BLESS Summer Nature
Center.
Coordinate planting effort with BLESS Summer
Nature Center.
Construct a riverside wildlife viewing platform to
improve river access for environmental education
programs.
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8.11 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 10
Reach F.
Area F12, north side of river between St. Albert Road
and Braeside Pedestrian Bridge.
Mowed, flat topography, park.
Willows dispersed throughout area.
See Figure A 5 - Reach F(a).
Plant a mixed tree/shrub community along the river
bank to expand current REEP enhancement sites.
Allow natural grasses to grow.
Use machine assisted transplant methods to transplant
large bushes and trees from other locations.
High costs incurred by transplanting trees and shrubs.
Use of soil plugs and/or nursery-grown trees/shrubs is
possible. Labour intensive.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.
Reestablishment of riparian vegetation along the river
corridor will help to facilitate wildlife movement
through the city between River Lot 56 and Lois Hole
Provincial Park.
Use a variety of tree and shrub species to maximize
aesthetic value to adjacent trail users.

Mowed area is not often frequented by recreational
users as the majority of users remain on or near to the
paved walking path.
Additional trees, shrubs and picnic tables would make
this area more appealing as a “park” rather than in its
current state as a “field”.
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8.12 Proposed Enhancement Site 2011 - 11
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Reach G.
Area G16, north side of river, behind Canadian Tire
and downstream of Braeside Pedestrian Bridge,
towards Boudreau Road.
Mowed, flat topography.
See Figures A8, A 9, and A 10. (Reaches G(a), G(b),
and G(c)).
Plant a mixed tree/shrub community along the river
bank to improve connectivity of existing REEP
enhancement areas and natural vegetation in this area.
Allow natural grasses to grow.
Use machine assisted transplant methods to transplant
large bushes and trees from other locations.
Weed control required for Canada thistle.
Moderate to high costs incurred by transplanting trees
and shrubs. Use of soil plugs and/or nursery-grown
trees/shrubs is possible. Labour intensive.
Vegetation along the riparian corridor provides
habitat, food and cover to attract a more diverse bird
community.
In order to ensure quality biodiversity, weed control is
required for Canada thistle.
Tree and shrub habitat, in addition to the current 5
REEP islands of vegetation, will enhance aesthetics of
the area.

Area is not often frequented by recreational users as
the majority of users remain on or near to the paved
walking path. Shade provided by mature planted trees
will encourage park use. Picnic tables could be
considered in the future.
None.
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Appendix 1: Specific 2005 Project Outcomes and Timelines
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The 2005 River Edge Enhancement Project report contained four main points in a
timeline concerning the first year requirements of REEP.
1) By the end of July 2005, BLESS will have completed the inventory of the river
section under study. This includes all of reaches C, D, E, F and G and all areas
contained within.
2) By the end of August 2005, BLESS will have prepared and submitted a report
which provides:
a) Baseline maps (aerial photos) delineating „reach areas‟ having fairly uniform
vegetative characteristics;
b) Inventories and information collected and summarizing the state of each „reach
area‟ for the summer of 2005;
c) For each „reach area‟ recommendations for modifications or improvements to
these areas that fit the intent of the overall REEP initiative;
d) A total of ten site-specific „proposed enhancement sites‟ which describe
changes or plantings being proposed with justifications given along with
photographic identification of these sites;
d) Summarized results for tests of shrub plantings attempted in the first study year;
e) Specific references to existing biological diversity (especially bird and mammal
life) within each reach section of the river;
f) Specific reference to key impacting features to the naturalness of each reach
section;
g) Other notable factors relevant to changes of the river edge for each reach
section.
3) By the end of September 2005, the City of St. Albert will reply to BLESS with a
response to the report especially regarding any limitations, concerns, inaccuracies
or questions.
4) By the end of October 2005, the City of St. Albert will reply with
recommendations of actions to be taken by either the City of St. Albert or BLESS
to further the specific recommendations of the first year study or to further the
long-term intent of REEP.
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Appendix

2

Appendix 2: REEP Inventory Methods and Site Descriptions
- 2005
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Inventory Overview

Inventorying of the Sturgeon River‟s edge involved careful visual inspection by one or
more BLESS staff using aerial photography provided by the City of St. Albert to
accurately locate vegetation and other features in the study areas. Field notes were
recorded on the back of aerial photos or separately.
The stretch of the Sturgeon River being studied by REEP has a length of 2.4
kilometres (2400 metres).
Seven reaches were identified within this stretch of river.
Five of these seven reaches were mapped in detail resulting in 66 areas with similar
vegetative features.
The total size of the areas mapped was 86 820 square metres.
The average distance back from both sides of the river within this study is computed
to be 18.1 metres.
Overall, roughly 36% of the studied area was mowed and 64% un-mowed.

1) Reach A

The river section from the outflow point of Big Lake to the Ray
Gibbon Drive bridge. This reach is outside of the study zone for the
first year of REEP.

2) Reach B

The river section from the Ray Gibbon Drive bridge to the railway
Trestle Bridge. This reach is outside of the study zone for the first
year of REEP.

3) Reach C

The river section from the Trestle Bridge to the Children‟s Bridge.
There are seven areas catalogued in this reach.

4) Reach D

The river section from the Children‟s Bridge to the Perron Street
Bridge. There are twelve areas catalogued in this reach.

5) Reach E

The river section from the Perron Street bridge to St. Albert Road
Bridge. There are four areas catalogued in this reach.

6) Reach F

The river section from the St. Albert Road Bridge to the Braeside
Pedestrian Bridge behind the St. Albert Centre commercial area.
There are seventeen areas catalogued in this reach.

7) Reach G

The river section from the Braeside Pedestrian Bridge to the
Boudreau Road Bridge. There are twenty-six areas catalogued in this
reach.
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Reach C: 7 Distinct Areas Identified and Mapped
Area C1









Location description: South shore of river, closest to water from the railway Trestle
Bridge to the Children‟s Bridge. Total area roughly 600 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = mixed grass (spp) (canary reed grass, rye grass, etc)
o Major component = Canada thistle
o Minor component = burdock, mustard weed, sedge
o Present = dandelion, willow, stinkweed, nettle, Scentless Chamomile
Physical Features of Note: The bank is fairly steep for much of the area with a sharp
drop of over a metre down to water for much of the length and little or no room for
emergent plant growth. Undercutting and slumping has been caused by mammals
(muskrat and perhaps beaver).
Animal Features of Note: The presence of the beaver lodge at the extreme upstream
location has resulted in some undermining of the shoreline in this area.
The work of muskrats along the edge has resulted in tunnels under the bank in at least
three or four locations and indentations into the bank.
Human Features of Note: A major disturbance to the riparian edge occurs at the
outflow of a storm sewer very close to the Children‟s Bridge. Significant erosion in
the past has resulted in the loss of a large amount of soil and left a segment of pipe
exposed which in itself is a major detraction for the aesthetics of the area.

Area C2









Location description: South shore of river, including all the mowed area between area
C1 and the paved walkway. Total area roughly 4000 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Minor components = dandelion, willow, poplar, spruce
o Present = dogwood (plantings around path structure)
Major Vegetative Features:
o White Spruce – 17 (medium-sized trees)
o Hybrid Poplar – 5 (large mature trees, all wire messed)
o Willow – 3 (large mature trees, all impacted by beavers but wire meshed)
Physical Features of Note: The slope towards the river is quite moderate but not flat.
Animal Features of Note: The presence of beaver „sign‟ in the form of gnawed tree
trunks is significant and important.
Human Features of Note: This area is bordered by the walkway throughout its length
and has within it a couple of picnic tables to attract human users.
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Area C3







Location description: North shore of river closest to the water extending nearly entire
length of this reach. Total area roughly 240 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Co-dominant = cattail, bulrush (spp)
o Major component = sweet flag (sp?)
o Minor component = sedge (spp)
Physical Features of Note: Nearly flat area, partially submerged and the deposition
side to the river.
Animal Features of Note: The presences of some muskrat paths leading to entrances to
bank burrows can be found along this shore.
Human Features of Note: None.

Area C4






Location description: North shore of river next closest to the water behind C3
extending nearly entire length of this reach but giving way to C5 close to the
Children‟s Bridge. Total area roughly 740 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Co-dominant = grass and thistle
o Present = sedge, rush
Physical Features of Note: Slight slope with full exposure to sun. Bordered by mowed
area with border being rather straight, parallel to the river‟s edge.
Animal Features of Note: Muskrat inlet channels have been cut into this area in a
number of locations.
Human Features of Note: None.

Area C5







Location description: North shore of river, closest to the Children‟s Bridge from the
water‟s edge to the mowed grass. Total area roughly 60 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Co-dominant = thistle and sedge
o Minor components = grass
o Present = hybrid poplar (presumed sucker growth from nearby tree)
Physical Features of Note: A gentle slope.
Animal Features of Note: Previous activity of the beavers may have impacted this area
and the use and disturbance by people may have added to the disturbance.
Human Features of Note: The area is well-worn by visitors and shows a major amount
of disturbance.
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Area C6


Location description: North shore of river, formed partly by man-made embankment
for the railway bed and extending alongside the rail line away from the river with
small water course coming through the area. Total area roughly 250 square metres.



Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = willow (spp at least three types)
o Major component = trembling aspen
o Minor components = cattail, grasses, wild rose
o Present = birch, thistle, stinging nettle
Major Vegetative Features: Trembling aspen and various willows give height to this
area. The plants are dense and rather impenetrable to humans and therefore ideal for
cover for wildlife.
Physical Features of Note: This is an extremely variable area with a very steep slope
portion which is the train track bed right next to a marshy, flat, water-logged area with
emergent plants.
Animal Features of Note: Many birds were noted to use the area for cover and perhaps
nesting.
Human Features of Note: None other than the presence alongside of the railway
tracks.






Area C7









Location description: North shore of river, extending back from the unmowed C4 and
C5 area with a gentle slope close to the river and a rather flat area further away. Total
area roughly 4500 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass
o Minor components = white spruce, willow
o Present = white birch and various lawn weeds (spp)
Major Vegetative Features:
o White Spruce – 9 (small to medium trees)
o Hybrid Poplar – 5 (large trees on higher ground)
o Willow – 3 (large trees closer to river)
Physical Features of Note: Area is gently contoured for the most part with sloping
closest to the river‟s edge.
Animal Features of Note: Willow trees have been heavily attacked by beavers and the
presence of some stumps indicates major loss of willow trees in the past.
Human Features of Note: Much of this area has an extremely groomed appearance
although seldom used by people. Picnic tables (4) are present but located (3) with little
shade to entice use during summer.
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Reach D: 12 Distinct Areas Identified and Mapped
Area D1







Location description: South shore of river, closest to water, from the Children‟s
Bridge stretching for approximately 100 metres. This is the „mud flat‟ riparian
environment, a sediment area (probably created by the outflow from the storm sewer
just the other side of the Children‟s Bridge). Total area roughly 800 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = cattail
o Present = arrowhead, bulrush (spp)
Physical Features of Note: This is a nearly flat area right in the river riparian area just
alongside the open water. This would be the first area prone to flooding.
Animal Features of Note: The area appears to be frequented by muskrats. It would be
ideal for nesting red-winged blackbirds if the dead cattails remain in place in the
following spring.
Human Features of Note: Litter from those crossing the Children‟s Bridge can
accumulate in the upper section of this area.

Area D2









Location description: South shore of river, from the Children‟s Bridge stretching all
the way down to the „memorial‟ just beyond the sewer outflow close to the parking lot
for the coffee shop. Total area roughly 1000 square metres. This area is somewhat
comparable to area C1 upstream.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Minor = thistle
o Present = willow, vetch, burdock, nettle, cow parsnip
Major Vegetative Features:
 Willow – 2 (large mature trees, impacted by beavers but wire meshed)
Physical Features of Note: This area varies in slope but moderate at most throughout
this long stretch
Animal Features of Note: none
Human Features of Note: In the downstream portion of this area, human

Area D3



Location description: South shore of river, from the Children‟s Bridge stretching all
the way down to the deck structure at City Hall (approx. 180 m). Total area roughly
2800 square metres. This area is somewhat comparable to area C2 upstream.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Minor = dandelion
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o Present = plantain, clover
Major Vegetative Features:
o Jack Pine - 4
o Willow – 7 (some large mature trees, impacted by beavers but wire
o meshed)
o White Spruce – 4
o Ash – 6
o Weeping Birch - 1
Physical Features of Note: This area varies in slope but much is nearly level or gently
contoured for use as a park area.
Animal Features of Note: Activity of the beavers on the willow trees is evidence of
significant impact by this mammal on any plants it finds eatable.
Human Features of Note: The presence of two picnic tables and three benches is
supportive of the groomed park use design for this area which has been created at
some time in the past through infilling and diking activity.

Area D4






Location description: South shore of river, adjacent to the observation deck in front of
City Hall. Total area roughly 70 square metres. This area is unique and appears to be
entirely planted shrubs.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = dogwood (planted)
o Present = thistle, grass, Manitoba Maple saplings
Physical Features of Note: Underlain with heavily disturbed soil and rock designed to
stabilize the bank.
Animal Features of Note: none
Human Features of Note: This area is heavily impacted by the presence of the
observation deck which is designed to „cover‟ from view for those on the opposite
side of the river.

Area D5






Location description: South shore of river, from the „observation deck‟ in front of City
Hall to the area just beyond the „memorial‟ and the sewer outflow. Total area roughly
450 square metres. This area is somewhat comparable to area D3 upstream as
„mowed‟ lawn in appearance
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Minor = dandelion
o Present = clover, plantain
Major Vegetative Features:
o Ash – 4 (wire meshed)
o Jack Pine - 1
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Physical Features of Note: Moderate (top of slope) to nearly flat at the edge with the
paved walkway.
Animal Features of Note: none
Human Features of Note: The close proximity to walking traffic is significant. The
proximity to traffic noise on St. Ann is very significant along with the surrounding
buildings and other structures.

Area D6








Location description: South shore of river, from just downstream of the sewer outflow
close to the parking lot for the coffee shop down to the railing portion of the paved
walkway close to the Perron Street Bridge. Total area roughly 250 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Manitoba Maple
o Minor = grass, willow
o Present = Caragana
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba Maple – roughly 50+ trees up to 12 m in height
o White Spruce – 10
Physical Features of Note: This area has a steep bank dropping sharply from the paved
walkway to the river‟s edge and has been stabilized with a large number of large rocks
and boulders.
Animal Features of Note: Significant beaver work noted on some of the trees.
Human Features of Note: Human interference (litter, noise, etc.) would be great due to
closer proximity to the walking trail. The immediate proximity of the parking lot and
the close proximity to Perron Street add to the noise impacts and natural disturbance
of the area.

Area D7







Location description: South shore of river, closest to Perron Street Bridge, the area
alongside the walkway railing where large rocks line the river‟s edge.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Minor = caragana, bulrush
o Present = Manitoba Maple, thistle, stinging nettle, vetch, jewel weed
Physical Features of Note: This area has been built up with rock to prevent erosion
and is continuous with the erosion-prevention materials used with the bridge.
Animal Features of Note: Signs of beaver work.
Human Features of Note: The immediate proximity of the walkway and Perron Street
add to the extreme noise impacts and natural disturbance of this small area. Size
around 50 square metres.
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Area D8








Location description: North shore of river, from the Children‟s Bridge to the boat
launch. This long, thin edge to the river is estimated to be about 1000 metres square.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Major = Canada thistle
o Minor = bulrush
o Present = poplar, cattail , crabgrass, burdock, dandelion, yarrow,
shepherd‟s purse, wild oat, green alder
Physical Features of Note: This area has a moderate slope or a slight bank drop off in
the upstream end of the section.
Animal Features of Note: Significant use by muskrat with some bank burrowing likely
throughout the area. Willows have been impacted significantly by beavers in the past
with stumps-only left in a few spots. Sightings included hare, brewer‟s blackbird,
Canada goose goslings and coots.
Human Features of Note: Not that disturbed by human activity although within
reasonably close proximity to the paved pathway throughout.

Area D9









Location description: North shore of river, between Children‟s Bridge and the boat
launch including all the area mowed south of the paved walking trail. This large
groomed area is estimated to be 3000 metres square in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Co-dominant = grass (spp) and willow (spp)
o Minor = birch, spruce, dandelion, clover
o Present = plantain
Major Vegetative Features:
o Willow trees (spp) – 15 (protected with wire meshing)
o Birch – 7
o Spruce - 5
o Manitoba Maple – 1
Physical Features of Note: This area for the most part is quite level and probably has a
very high water table since it is not that much higher than the river water.
Animal Features of Note: Significant use by beavers have resulted in the loss of a
number of planted willows initially designed to line the edge of the river.
Human Features of Note: No major impacting activities other than those walking the
paved walkway for most of the length of this area. Slight influencing factor of those
using the boat launch and at the upstream end, those using the Children‟s Bridge.
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Area D10










Location description: North shore of river, from the boat launch to mid-way in front of
Chateau Mission Court, the area mowed closest to the paved walkway. Total area
approximately 700 square metres. This is a continuous area stretching around the top
of the slope (the mowed area) surrounding the „bay‟ formation in the river.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Minor = dandelion, elm
o Present = clover, plantain, etc.
Major Vegetative Features:
o Elm – 3
o Manitoba Maple – 1
o Mountain Ash - 1
Physical Features of Note: This area is high and dry in the downstream portion close
to Mission Court and is moderately sloped and lower in the upstream segment closer
to the boat launch.
Animal Features of Note: None
Human Features of Note: Proximity to people walking on the trail most significant
especially downstream and the imposing nature of Mission Court is a strong negative
influence for animal species.

Area D11








Location description: North shore of river, from the boat launch to the Perron Street
Bridge. Approximate area 2100 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Minor = Canada thistle, Manitoba maple, rose (plantings)
o Present = poplar, common yarrow, bulrush, dandelion, willow (spp), lambs
quarters, clover, common foxtail, blue bell, vetch, toadflax, crabgrass,
sedge
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba Maple – 2
Physical Features of Note: This area significantly sloped downstream of the curve in
the river.
Animal Features of Note: None
Human Features of Note: The storm sewer outflow near the Perron Street Bridge has
cut into the bank and deposited silt in the river giving rise to some emergent plants.
Close proximity to the walkway is a key feature as is the traffic and noise from the
Perron Street Bridge.
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Area D12







Location description: Within the river course in two distinct sections opposite the
storm sewer outflow and alongside the boat launch area. About 500 square metres in
size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = cattails
o Minor = bulrush
o Present = arrowhead
Physical Features of Note: This area formed from mud flats and sediment deposition
in the wide section of the river.
Animal Features of Note: Ducks and other shorebirds seem to enjoy this location.
Human Features of Note: None

Reach E: 4 Distinct Areas Identified and Mapped
Area E1








Location description: South shore of river, closest to water, from the Perron Street
Bridge to St. Albert Trail. Approximate area is 2500 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Minor = thistle
o Present = Manitoba Maple, bulrush
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba Maple – 2 (small, 2-4 m)
Physical Features of Note: The slope is moderate but significant along most of this
area down to the water edge.
Animal Features of Note: The area appears to be frequented by muskrats with
burrowing into the bank along this section.
Human Features of Note: Litter from neighbouring use areas is fairly high.

Area E2





Location description: South shore of river, closest to water, from the Perron Street
Bridge to St. Albert Trail. Approximate area is 2400 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Minor = dandelion
o Present = pine, spruce, willow, may tree
Major Vegetative Features:
o White Spruce – 2 (8 m)
o Willow – 1
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o May Tree – 2 (3-4 m)
o Jack Pine – 1 (7 m)
Physical Features of Note: This area has a near flat to gentle slope condition.
Animal Features of Note: None
Human Features of Note: The area is frequented by walkway users and has a picnic
table to encourage further use. The parking lot close by adds to human impact as well
as the roads at either end.

Area E3






Location description: North shore of river, closest to St. Albert Trail just below the
storm sewer outflow. This area is very small at about 50 square metres. It is formed
from the sedimentation coming from the storm sewer.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = bulrush
o Minor = grass, arrowhead
Physical Features of Note: Flat area of sediments.
Animal Features of Note: None
Human Features of Note: A product of the storm sewer.

Area E4







Location description: North shore of river, stretching the full length from Perron
Street to St. Albert Trail making up nearly the entire surface area between the river
and the walkway. Total area about 900 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Major = thistle
o Minor = Manitoba Maple
o Present Bulrush, arrowhead, plantain, clover, vetch, Scentless Chamomile,
burdock
Physical Features of Note: Somewhat steep bank drop of up to 1.5 m.
Animal Features of Note: Possible habitat burrowing for muskrats.
Human Features of Note: Close proximity of trail and buildings.
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Reach F: 17 Distinct Areas Identified and Mapped
Area F1







Location description: This area is on the south shore stretching from the St. Albert
Trail to the rip rap section at the beginning of the curve in the river. In total, this area
is about 1200 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Minor = Canada thistle
o Present = various
Physical Features of Note: Next to the river, there is a somewhat sharp drop off and
potential for undermining but the area becomes gentler sloping back from the edge
where mowing commences.
Animal Features of Note: Muskrat activity noted in the river. Ducks with ducklings
often seen in this stretch despite the noise factor from the bridge.
Human Features of Note: Storm sewer outfalls exist in this area at a number of points.

Area F2








Location description: This area on the south side of the river stretches from the edge
of the storm sewer outfall as a mowed area down to the widened section of the
walkway where the seating is provided. It is bounded by F1 on one side and the
walkway on the other. The size is roughly 1800 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp.)
o Major = hybrid poplar
o Minor = dandelion
o Present = willow (spp.), various lawn-type weeds
Major Vegetative Features:
o Hybrid Poplar – 5 (large mature trees 16m approx.)
o Willow – 1 (8m)
Physical Features of Note: This area is moderately sloped towards the river and
nearly level in sections close to the walkway.
Human Features of Note: This is a very high traffic area for pedestrian traffic.

Area F3



Location description: This area is located on the south shore at the beginning of the
curve in the river just before the rip rap section. It is roughly 800 square metres in
area.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp.)
o Minor = Canada thistle, Manitoba maple
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o
Present = various including clover, willow, sedge
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba maple
o Willow
Physical Features of Note: The area is somewhat sloped throughout its length. The
upstream end is affected by the positioning of the widened section of the walkway.
Animal Features of Note: Beavers have removed willow from this area and have passed
through this area to feed across the walkway in adjacent forest.
Area F4







Location description: This is a long narrow section edging the river starting at the
beginning of the rip rap and continuing down to the edge of the Manitoba maple grove
(F8). It is roughly 1500 square metres in area.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Present = various
Physical Features of Note: In the downstream section of this area the grassed area widens
with a gentle sloping back from the river.
Animal Features of Note: Beavers noted to be seen in this area.
Human Features of Note: Through the upstream end of this section, the presence of rip
rap stabilizes the shore edge. A large storm sewer outfall is located mid way through this
area.
Area F5










Location description: Downstream around the curve from F3, this area is covered in rip
rap rock placed to prevent erosion during flood conditions. This area is approximately
1400 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Manitoba maple
o Minor = dogwood, Canada thistle, ash, willow, choke cherry, black poplar
o Present = fireweed, clover, tansy, white birch, trembling aspen
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba maple – numerous (up to 5 or 6 m)
o Black Poplar – numerous small size
o Willow – (spp)
Ash – numerous small size
Physical Features of Note: Moderately sloped.
Animal Features of Note: Beavers have heavily used this area in the past as a food source
with numerous stumps of poplars and willow throughout the rip rap. The area is often
noted for small birdlife in amongst the shrubbery (such as chickadees and song sparrows).
Human Features of Note: The walkway is extremely well used in this section and is
immediately close to the shrubs with no mowing through this section. The presence of
fencing close to the other side of the walkway is the boundary of private property.
Area F6
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Location description: Large open area on the „south‟ shore which is moderately sloped up
to the walkway. This area is approximately 1300 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up: (there is a fair diversity of plant life and no attempt to identify more
than those obviously present)
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Major = Canada thistle
o Minor = wild rose,
o Present = choke cherry, trembling aspen, various other
Animal Features of Note: Beaver pathway noted in this section.

Area F7






Location description: This is a „south‟ shore river edge area from the start of the
Manitoba maple grove to the river crossing walkway. The area is roughly 350 square
metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt has been made to identify the variety of other plant
species present)
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Present = various
Animal Features of Note: Ducks and muskrats seen in this part of the reach.
Human Features of Note: The bridge is the major feature of note carrying a good number
of pedestrians
Area F8










Location description: The area is along the south shore running roughly 100 metres from
a storm sewer outfall to an area that is mowed just upstream of the river crossing
walkway. This area‟s vegetation has grown uncontrolled without plantings but with many
invading and opportunistic species. This area is roughly 2000 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Manitoba maple
o Minor = black poplar
o Present = choke cherry, red-osier dogwood, trembling aspen
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba maple – 100‟s of trees and shrubs
o Black poplar – a number of large trees (15m plus)
o trembling aspen
Physical Features of Note: This is a reasonably flat area probably with a high soil
moisture content and subject to flooding during high water conditions. There is very little
understory beneath the central thick Manitoba maple cover.
Animal Features of Note: This area is frequented by smaller birdlife with magpies being
notable at the time of the inventory.
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Human Features of Note: There is a great deal of disturbance within this area as it is
rather open and cleared underneath and is inviting to youth and there is a strong potential
for misuse.

Area F9






Location description: Located on the south side of the river, this area is a mowed section
triangle bounded by F7 and F8. The area is roughly 750 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Present = various lawn invading species of weeds
Physical Features of Note: The area is nearly flat and closest to the river and rises to a
significant slope up to the walkway where it flattens again.
Animal Features of Note: None
Human Features of Note: Very close to a well-traveled walkway.

Area F10






Location description: This area is on the north shore of the river stretching from the
bridge at St. Albert Trail around the curve in the river to become continuous with area
F13 which is extremely similar. The surface area is approximately 2100 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Present = various
Physical Features of Note: The area is somewhat sharply dropping into the river through
much of its length.
Animal Features of Note: Muskrats use this section of the river and some undercutting
may exist for their bank burrowing.
Human Features of Note: Storm sewer outflow mid way through this area.

Area F11





Location description: This area is on the north side of the river in the narrow area between
the walkway and F10 downstream of the St. Albert Trail. It is roughly 450 square metres
in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Co-dominant = Jack pine and White spruce
o Major = grasses (spp)
o Present = various lawn weeds, Manitoba maple
Major Vegetative Features:
o Jack pine – 7 (8m to 10m)
o White spruce – 5 (10m)
o Manitoba maple - 1
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Physical Features of Note: The slope is significant along this section and the tree roots
help to stabilize the soil.
Human Features of Note: The close proximity of the walkway, the commercial building
and the St. Albert Trail are all significant detractions for this area.

Area F12








Location description: The area on the north shore of the river is the flat mowed grass
stretching around the curve in the river all the way down to F16. For much of this distance
the area under consideration is restricted by the 25m limit to the study and not the
walkway. This area is roughly 8000 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt was made to map major vegetative features or identify
the variety of lawn weeds)
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Minor = willow, dandelion
o Present = clover, various lawn invader weeds.
Major Vegetative Features: (not recorded but notably many large willows)
Physical Features of Note: The area is extremely flat.
Human Features of Note: This area is in close proximity to fairly dense housing.
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Area F13






Location description: This area is on the north shore stretching from the end of the curve
in the river, or where this area becomes contiguous with F10 all the way down to F15
(fairly similar) and F14 (emergent). This area is about 900 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Minor = Canada thistle
o Present = clover, various lawn invader weeds
Physical Features of Note: Steep slope or drop off and potential for undermining.
Animal Features of Note: Muskrat activity noted in the river, some undercutting of bank
exists. Sightings of ducks with ducklings. Muskrats use this section of the river; some
undercutting may exist for their bank burrowing. Deer bedding sites was noted. Beavers
were seen in this area. Evidence existed of old lodges in this area.

Area F14




Location description: Along-side the north shore of the river is a distinct section
composed of emergent plant species. Total area will vary according to depth of water but
approximately 350 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt at determining the variety of plants present)
o Dominant = bulrush
Physical Feature of Note: This area formed from sediment deposition
Area F15





Location description: This area is along the north shore of the river running from the end
of section F13, downstream to the foot bridge. This area is about 1300 square metres in
size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to determine major, minor and present components)
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
Physical Features of Note: Somewhat steep slope with potential for undermining banks

Area F16





Location description: This area is located behind G15, remains uncut and contains
woodland species. It is approximately 100 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to indicate dominance or abundance relationship follow:
found in this area black poplar and numerous suckers, grass (spp), wild rose, Canada
thistle, burdock and Manitoba maple amongst other plants)
Physical Features of Note: The area is somewhat steeply sloped throughout its length.
Animal Features of Note: Beavers have felled black poplar in the past.
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Area F17





Location description: The area is on the north shore of the river; and consists of mowed
grass. It starts from where F12 concludes, and ends at the leeward side of the footbridge.
The area is roughly 500 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to determine major, minor and present components)
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
Physical Features of Note: The area appears to have received a certain amount of
mounded soil which has been grassed.
Human Features of Note: This area is well worn with tracks and has a great deal of
pedestrian traffic through it or nearby.

Reach G: 26 Distinct Areas Identified and Mapped
Area G1









Location description: South shore of river, from the „walkway‟ over the river near
Canadian Tire to the first willows and other shrubs growing near the Berrymore Park
area. Total area roughly 2000 square meters.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Canary reed grass
o Minor = Canada thistle
o Present = willow, dock, Scentless Chamomile, sedges, stinging nettle
Major Vegetative Features: none
Physical Features of Note: There is a fairly distinct bank for much of the area with a
slight drop of under a metre down to water for much of the length and little or no
room for emergent plant growth. The area is flat otherwise and fairly continuous in
flatness with the adjoining area G2.
Animal Features of Note: There was some evidence of deer bedding.
Human Features of Note: There is a storm water outfall half-way down the area. The
upper end is immediately associated with the walkway over the river and the area is
thus affected by litter.

Area G2



Location description: This is a large, flat, mowed area stretching from the St. Albert
Centre walkway to the first willows and other shrubs growing near the Berrymore
Park area. Total area roughly 4700 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp) (Kentucky blue, etc.)
o Minor = sweat clover, dandelion
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o Present = white spruce, black poplar, various other lawn weeds
Major Vegetative Features:
o White Spruce – 6 (7-9 metres planted at extreme downstream end)
Physical Features of Note: Mainly low and flat thoughout with slight rises at both
ends to higher ground.
Animal Features of Note: None
Human Features of Note: Area is used by some people to walk dogs.

Area G3








Location description: This area continues along from G1 into a slightly curving
section of the river where the bank slope increases markedly and shrubs start to
predominate. The area is roughly 1000 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Canary reed grass
o Minor = Manitoba maple, thistle, buckbrush, caragana
o Present = bulrush, cattail, water hemlock, willow, wild rose, bladder
o campion
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba Maple – 4 (two smaller and two larger)
Physical Features of Note: The bank here drops off up to 4-5 metres as this is an
outside curve in the river where erosive forces can come to play.
Animal Features of Note: A number of small birds were present (sparrows) probably
due to the proximity of trees and the presence of shrub shelter.
Human Features of Note: There may be a small outflow to the river in this section.

Area G4








Location description: This is an elliptical area alongside the walkway just opposite
Berrymore Park near the end of Berrymore Street. The area is roughly 300 square
metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = black poplar
o Major = buckbrush, grass (spp)
o Minor = honeysuckle, choke cherry, Canada thistle
o Present = clover, dandelion, red-osier dogwood
Major Vegetative Features:
o Black Poplar (numerous in exclosures)
Physical Features of Note: The ground is gently sloping towards the river.
Animal Features of Note: Numerous birds seen in this area.
Human Features of Note: The large trees and numerous shrubs have been protected
from beavers for many, many years giving rise to a diverse plant assemblage. The
exclosures are made of metal posts formed into a circle with high wire mesh wire-tied
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around them with each exclosure enclosing upwards of 4-6 square metres of ground.
The walkway is in close proximity to this area.

Area G5








Location description: This area is alongside the paved walkway on the south shore just
downstream from Berrywood Steet and extending just beyond the sharp turn in the
walkway. The area is roughly 550 square metres in area.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = spruce (white and blue)
o Major= Scotch pine
o Minor = brome grass, Canada thistle, buckbrush, wild rose, caragana
o Present = bladder campion, aster, purple loosestrife, Saskatoon, dogwood,
burdock, hawthorn, apple, narrow-leaved hawk‟s beard
Major Vegetative Features:
o Spruce and Pine – Approximately 57 trees have been planted in this area
Physical Features of Note: The extreme, sharp drop-off to the river indicates this is a
cutting bank in the outside curve of the river. The potential for bank erosion is
significant.
Animal Features of Note: This area is frequented by birds and squirrels.
Human Features of Note: The extreme narrowness of this section right up against the
paved walkway is a significant negative characteristic at ground level but the height of
the trees means that trees provide cover for birdlife and shading for the river.

Area G6









Location description: This area is found at the end of the evergreen plantings along
the south shore where the walkway makes a sharp turn away from the river. The
grass-dominated G7 area bounds the downstream side. The area is roughly 500 square
metres in area.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Co-Major = Manitoba maple, black poplar
o Minor = mountain ash, dogwood, caragana, trembling aspen, dock,
stinging nettle, wild raspberry, willow, grasses (spp)
o Present = cow parsnip, burdock, sedge, Canada thistle, plantain, dandelion
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba maple, black poplar (numerous)
Physical Features of Note: This area is just slightly sloped alongside the walkway.
Animal Features of Note: Very large concentration of small birds (sparrows,
chickadees, nuthatch) and other birds (crow and merlin nearby).
Human Features of Note: The main feature is the paved walkway.

Area G7
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Location description: This is a very large area stretching around an inside south shore
curve in the river (deposition side) from G6 around the sharp bend in the paved
walkway down to the large storm sewer outfall just upstream from the Boudreau
Bridge. The total area is roughly 6600 square metres in area.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Canary reed grass
o Minor = willow, stinging nettle
o Present = bulrush, cattail, foxtail barley, plantain, downy brome grass
Physical Features of Note: This is a flat, floodplain area where deposition occurs
during flooding periods.
Animal Features of Note: Deer tracks appear to occur in some locations.
Human Features of Note: None for most of the area but at the upstream end, a walking
path leads down to the river and at the downstream end, the storm sewer outflow
channel marks the end of this area.

Area G8








Location description: This area is located behind (further from the river) G7 through a
good portion of its length starting downstream of G6 and represents a slightly higher
(better-drained) area than G7. The area is roughly 1800 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Willow (spp)
o Major = Stinging nettle, grass (spp), red-osier dogwood
o Minor = Manitoba maple
o Present = marsh hedge nettle, Canada thistle, burdock, downy brome
Major Vegetative Features:
 Willow mixed with dogwood throughout is very thick
Physical Features of Note: Area is entirely flat or hummocky with fallen limbs and
stumps throughout.
Animal Features of Note: Extremely populated with small birds (catbird, song
sparrow, Lincoln sparrow)
Human Features of Note: None.

Area G9




Location description: This is an area of forest behind G8 just downstream of the sharp
turn in the paved walkway. It lies within the 25 metre limit back from the river at the
beginning of the sweeping inside turn. It is roughly 550 square metres in size but is
continuous with a natural forested area that is huge (approx. 30 000 square metres)
since the paved walkway leads away from the river at this point paralleling Butterfield
Crescent.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Manitoba maple
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o Major= black poplar
o Minor = red-osier dogwood, grasses (spp), burdock
o Present = may tree, Canada thistle, choke cherry, low bush cranberry
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba maple and black poplar dominate in large number this natural
forested area.
Physical Features of Note: Rather flat but hummocky in spots from fallen limbs
and old stumps.
Animal Features of Note: Well-used by a variety of birds. No evidence of beavers.
Human Features of Note: Minimal except for some trails and beer cans in places.

Area G10







Location description: This area is along the south shore, above and below the storm
sewer channel outflow before the Boudreau Bridge and is the area immediate to the
flowing water. This area is roughly 1000 metres square.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Co-dominant = bulrush and green smartweed
o Minor = cattail
o Present = arrowhead, downy brome grass, willow (sp)
Physical Features of Note: This is a very low, water-logged area of deposition silt
materials which will be covered in water some of the time after rain and in the spring.
Animal Features of Note: Ducks and muskrats seen in the vicinity.
Human Features of Note: None.

Area G11








Location description: This is the unmowed, tall-grassed area downstream of the storm
sewer outfall stretching nearly to the Boudreau Bridge. The area is roughly 2200
square metres.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Canary reed grass
o Minor = willow, stinging nettle
o Present = bulrush, cattail, foxtail barley, plantain, downy brome grass
Physical Features of Note: This is a flat area somewhat similar to area G7.
Animal Features of Note: None found.
Human Features of Note: Close proximity to the noise and activity on Boudreau
Bridge is a significant impact to the area.
shrub saplings or sprouts (especially willow) should be offered wire exclosure
protection from beavers throughout the area.
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Area G12








Location description: This is a small part of a mowed area just downstream of the
storm sewer outfall channel. It is located within the 25 metre setback zone of the
study. It is roughly 250 square metres in area but connects with and is continuous with
a large mowed area extending back to the paved walkway.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Minor = dandelion, clover
o Present = various lawn weeds.
Physical Features of Note: Extremely flat and probably made up of backfill used to
make this into a small picnic site.
Animal Features of Note: None noted.
Human Features of Note: Picnic table invites use by people.

Area G13








Location description: Located behind (further from river) Gll on slightly betterdrained soil. This area is bounded partly by the 25 metre study limit back from the
river. The area is roughly 350 square metres
Vegetative Make-up: (similar to area G8)
o Dominant = Willow (spp)
o Major = Stinging nettle, grass (spp), red-osier dogwood
o Minor = Manitoba maple
o Present = Canada thistle, burdock, downy brome
Major Vegetative Features:
o Willow mixed with dogwood throughout is very thick
Physical Features of Note: Area is flat and probably subject to flooding in high water
situations.
Animal Features of Note: Nothing noted.
Human Features of Note: Proximity to the Boudreau Bridge and the paved walkway
on the downstream end are significant features.

Area G14




Location description: Further behind G13 along the south shore of the river, this is the
natural forested area bounded by the 25 metre study limit but part of a large and
continuous forested area. Roughly the size of this small study area is 250 metres
square.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Black poplar
o Major = Manitoba maple
o Minor = red-osier dogwood, grasses (spp)
o Present = Canada thistle
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Major Vegetative Features:
o Various black poplar and Manitoba maple

Area G15







Location description: This area is along the north side of the river stretching a very
long way downstream from the Canadian Tire river walkway bridge down to the large
storm sewer outfall behind the Canadian Tire store. The total size of this area is about
4700 square meters.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass (spp)
o Minor = Stinging nettle
o Present = various
Physical Features of Note: This area is much like G1 or F15.
Human Features of Note: There is a storm water outfall but not a great deal of
sedimentation downstream of the outfall.

Area G16









Location description: The area is on the north shore of the river and consists of
mowed lawn starting at the footbridge. It is behind G15, in its width, concludes short
of the paved trail, and runs downstream of the storm sewer outfall to G21. The total
area is roughly 5000 square metres within the study zone.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grasses (spp)
o Major = dandelion
o Minor = clover
o Present = Canadian thistle and various lawn weeds
Major Vegetative Features:
o White spruce – 6 (5,6,8,10,10,10m)
o Ash – 4 (5, 6, 6, 8m)
o Manitoba maple – 1 (6n)
o Willow – 3 (6, 6 and 3m)
o Jack Pine – 2 (6 and 9m)
Physical Features of Note: along the depositional side of a slight curve of the river.
Little to no slope.
Human Features of Note: Wire has been wrapped around some trees. A picnic table is
located by the foot bridge.
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Area G17



Location description: This area is found along the north shore of the river next to
G15 and opposite G5. It is an area of siltation and deposition and supports
emergent water plants. It is roughly 450 square metres in area.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Bulrush
o Minor = cattail, sedge spp, grass sp
o Present = pale persicaria (dock), common yarrow

Area G18







Location description: This is a small area is on the north shore of the river. It is on the
west side of the storm sewer outflow continuous with and along-side of G15. It is
roughly 100 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = grass spp
o Minor = Manitoba maple
o Present = various
Major Vegetative Features:
o Manitoba maple – 2 (4m each)
Physical Features of Note: rather steep embankment
Human Features of Note: The major feature is the storm sewer.

Area G19







Location description: Within the river, this area is comprised of 2-3 broken islands
opposite and below the storm sewer outflow. The area will vary markedly in size
dependent on the water levels and eroding or depositional forces at play over the year
but roughly 500 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = reeds spp
o Minor = grass
o Present = various but including cattail
Physical Features of Note: This area formed from sedimentation.
Human Features of Note: The proximity of the storm sewer outfall is significant.

Area G20


Location description: This is a large riparian edge zone. It is an unmowed area and
stretching from G18 (storm sewer see G18 for details) all the way down to Boudreau
Bridge. This entire length of the river is difficult to map in large area sections as there
are many variations in the vegetation but generally speaking this area, called G20, is
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recognizable by the presence of grass spp as the dominant vegetation type. The area is
approximately 3600 square metres in total size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to break down the other major, minor components
but some other things seen to be present are noted.)
o Dominant = Grass spp
o Also present: willow, dogwood, Manitoba maple, thistle, sedges, stinging
nettle, tansy, various other
Physical Features of Note: Area extends „upland‟ near Boudreau Bridge (in an ox-bow
pattern)
Animal Features of Note: Evidence of deer bedding down. An old beaver lodge is
present in the bank at one location.
Human Features of Note: There is a sewer outfall part way along this area (opposite
G23)

Area G21









Location description: This area is unique and significant woodlot, or small woodland
behind G20 situated on a steep slope next to the paved walkway, and along the sharp
curve in the river. Greenwood Estates backs on to this section of the river valley. The
area is roughly 2000 square metres.
Vegetative Make-up: There is no dominant species for this area although the black
poplar is the most observable from the walkway
o Major = Black poplar, buckbrush, dogwood, Manitoba maple
o Minor = Fireweed; various forbs (honeysuckle, snowberry, Rosa spp)
Canada thistle, ash, willow, Saskatoon. wild licorice (Glycyrrhiza lepidota)
o Present = Black spruce, dandelion, tansy, burdock, choke cherry
Major Vegetative Features: Area is overshadowed by black poplar (parents and
suckers) at the top of the slope with an understory of shrubs closer to the river.
Physical Features of Note: Very steep slope
Animal Features of Note: Strong evidence of major removal of mature and suckered
trees in the past. A bank beaver lodge is located in G20 at the base of this sloped area.
Human Features of Note: A viewing platform is located at the top of the slope.

Area G22


Location description: This is an unmowed area on the north shore of the river. It is
next to G21 and upland from G20 along the curving section of the river where the
slope of the bank remains quite steep. Area is entirely open and not wooded. It is
approximately 600 square metres in area.
 Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to break down the other major, minor and present
components)
o Dominant = grass spp
 Physical Features of Note: This area is fairly steeply sloped throughout.
Area G23
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Location description: This area is upland from G22, G24, and G25. Its is a thin
mowed edge hugging the paved trail situated immediately following the curve in the
river, slope more subtle. Approximately 800 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up:
o Dominant = Grass spp
o Present = Clover, Canada thistle, burdock, various lawn weeds
Human Features of Note: Next to paved trail, picnic table and garbage can located in
downstream part of the area.

Area G24






Location description: This area continues from G22 along the curving section of the
river where the slope of the bank remains the same but transmits into an area
dominated by domesticated shrubbery. Approximately 450 square metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to break down the other major, minor and present
components)
o Dominant = Hawthorn
Major Vegetative Features: Shrub growth was thick and plentiful in this area and was
a major feature
Physical Features of Note: steep embracement to leveling off
Animal Features of Note: This area was notably attractive to small birds.

Area G25






Location description: This area is located behind (further from the river) G20 on the
north shore of the river. The area backs on to G23 (the mowed area hugging the paved
trail) and G26 (a natural woodland). The total area is approximately 1800 square
metres in size.
Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to break down the other major, minor and present
components)
o Co-dominant = grass spp and willow spp
Major Vegetative Features: This is an „intermediate zone‟ between the grassy edge of
the river and the natural forest on slightly higher ground.
Physical Features of Note: slope is slight - gentle slope to almost even terrain

Area G26


Location description: This area is behind G20 and G25 and along the north shore of
the river, this is a natural forested area dominated by mature black poplar. The study
area is part of a large forested area stretching back from the river. The size is roughly
1400 square metres.
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Vegetative Make-up: (no attempt to break down the other major, minor and present
components)
o Dominant = black poplar
Major Vegetative Features: Large wooded area is dominated by black poplar.
Physical Features of Note: There is little or no slope through most of the area.
Animal Features of Note: This area was noted to be very active with birdlife and
there was a marked presence of beavers and beaver cuttings.
Human Features of Note: Proximity to paved trail and the traffic on Boudreau Bridge
are the significant factors.
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Appendix 3: 2005 Proposed Enhancement Sites for
Reaches C, D, E, F, and G
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC MAPS






Reach C
Reach D
Reach E
Reach F
Reach G

1 aerial map
2 aerial maps
1 aerial map
3 aerial maps
4 aerial maps

In Reaches C, D and E, most of the trees have been identified using a legend as follows:
Legend – Maps of reaches C/D/E have trees identified using the following
symbols

Hybrid poplar
Individually named

Jack pine

Manitoba maple

Trembling aspen

White ash

White birch
White spruce

Willow
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Figure A 1. Map of reach C (Trestle Bridge to Children's Bridge) with yellow
overlay of proposed enhancement sites 2005-10 (upper) and 2005-2 (lower).
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Figure A 2. Map of reach D(a) (Children's Bridge to Perron Street Bridge) with
yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 2005-5.
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Figure A 3. Map of reach D(b) (Children's Bridge to Perron Street Bridge). No
proposed sites in 2005.
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Figure A 4. Map of reach E (Perron Street Bridge to St. Albert Road Bridge) with
yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 2005 (no site number) where line of
trees could be planted to block view of the parking lots.
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Figure A 5. Map of reach F(a) (St. Albert Road Bridge to St. Albert Center /
Braeside Pedestrian Bridge) with yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 20057.
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Figure A 6. Map of reach F(b) (St. Albert Road Bridge to St. Albert Center /
Braeside Pedestrian Bridge) with yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 20051.
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Figure A 7. Map of reach F(c) (St. Albert Road Bridge to St. Albert Center /
Braeside Pedestrian Bridge) with yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 20056.
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Figure A 8. Map of reach G(a) (St. Albert Center / Braeside Pedestrian Bridge to
Boudreau Bridge) with yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 2005-9.
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Figure A 9. Map of reach G(b) (St. Albert Center / Braeside Pedestrian Bridge to
Boudreau Bridge) with yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 2005-8.
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Figure A 10. Map of reach G(c) (St. Albert Center / Braeside Pedestrian Bridge to
Boudreau Bridge) with yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 2005-4.
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Figure A 11. Map of reach G(d) (St. Albert Center / Braeside Pedestrian Bridge to
Boudreau Bridge) with yellow overlay of proposed enhancement site 2005-3.
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Appendix 4: Photos (2005)
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Planting Activities

Figure A 12. Beaver damage to willow
in area D9, across the Sturgeon River
from St. Albert Place (spring 2005).

Figure A 13. Beaver damage to tree in
area D9 (spring 2005).

Figure A 14. Beaver damage to willow
within area D9 (spring 2005).
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Figure A 15. Volunteers plant cuttings of red-osier dogwood and willow in area F3.

Figure A 16. City of St. Albert staff assist in the test planting of red-osier dogwood
cuttings.
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Figure A 17. Narrow, deep holes were created for insertion of cuttings at the test site.
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Examples of Human Features Noted in Inventory

Figure A 18. The Braeside Pedestrian Bridge can be the mechanism for problems
relating to noise, litter and vandalism (shown here with shopping cars dumped into
the river) at the beginning of reach G.

Figure A 19. Stormwater outfalls can detract from the aesthetics of the river, as seen
here in reach F.
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Appendix 5: Reach Area Size Comparisons (2005)
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REACH C

Reach area size comparisons
Reach
Area Mowed (m2)
C1
C2
4000
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
4500
Total 8500
82%

REACH D

Reach

REACH E

Reach

Area
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10
D11
D12
Total
Area
E1
E2
E3
E4
Total

2

Mowed (m )

Un-mowed (m2)
600
240
740
60
250
1890
18%

10 390
2

Un-mowed (m )
800
1000

2800
70
450
250
50
1000
3000
700
2100
500
5770
45%

6950
55%
2

Mowed (m )

Un-mowed (m )
2500

2400
41%

50
900
3450
59%

Total (m2)
800
1000
2800
70
450
250
50
1000
3000
700
2100
500
12 720

2

2400

Total (m2)
600
4000
240
740
60
250
4500

Total (m2)
2500
2400
50
900
5850
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REACH F

Reach

REACH G

Reach

Total

Area
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
Area
F14
F15
F16
F17
Total

Area
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G13
G14
G15
G16
G17
G18
G19
G20
G21
G22
G23
G24
G25
G26
Total

Mowed (m2)

Un-mowed (m2)
1200

1800
800
1500
1400
1300
350
2000
750
2100
450
8000
Mowed (m2)

500
11 050
45%
Mowed (m2)

900
Un-mowed (m2)
350
1300
100
13 750
55%
Un-mowed (m2)
2000

4700
1000
300
550
500
6600
1800
550
1000
2200
250
350
250
4700
5000
450
100
500
3600
2000
600
800

10 750
25%

450
1800
1400
32 700
75%

31 150
36%

55 670
64%

Total (m2)
1200
1800
800
1500
1400
1300
350
2000
750
2100
450
8000
900
Total (m2)
350
1300
100
500
24 800
Total (m2)
2000
4700
1000
300
550
500
6600
1800
550
1000
2200
250
350
250
4700
5000
450
100
500
3600
2000
600
800
450
1800
1400
43 450

86 820
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Appendix 6: Site Aerial Maps and Ground Photos (taken in
2011) to Show Current Status of 2005 Proposed
Enhancement Sites in Reaches F and G.
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Figure A 20. The proposed enhancement site 2005-7 in yellow, overlaid in green by
the planted enhancement sites 2011-7(a) and 2011-7(b) of reach F.
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Figure A 21. The proposed enhancement site 2005-1 in yellow overlaid in green by
the planted enhancement site 2011-12 of reach F.
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Figure A 22. The proposed enhancement site 2005-6 in yellow overlaid in green by
the planted enhancement site 2011-11of reach F.
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Figure A 23. The Proposed enhancement site 2005-9 (Berrymore Flats) in yellow
overlaid in green by the planted enhancement sites 2011-9(a) and 2011-9(b) of reach
G.
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Figure A 24. The proposed enhancement site 2005-8 (Gervais Corner) in yellow
overlaid in green by the planted enhancement sites 2011-8(a) and 2011-8(b) of reach
G.
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Figure A 25. Enhancement site 7-F(a) viewed from across the Sturgeon River,
August 18, 2011.

Figure A 26. Enhancement site 7-F(b) viewed from mowed area on same bank as
site, August 18, 2011.
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Figure A 27. Enhancement site 12-F viewed from mowed area on same bank as site,
August 18, 2011

Figure A 28. Enhancement site 11-F viewed from mowed area on same bank as site,
August 18, 2011
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Figure A 29. Enhancement site 9-G(a) (Berrymore Flats) viewed from mowed area
on same bank as site, August 18, 2011

Figure A 30. Enhancement site 9-G(b) (Berrymore Flats) viewed from mowed area
on same bank as site, August 18, 2011
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Figure A 31. Enhancement site 8-G(a) (Gervais Corner) viewed from mowed area on
same bank as site, August 18, 2011

Figure A 32. Enhancement site 8-G(b) (Gervais corner) viewed from mowed area on
same bank as site, August 18, 2011
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Appendix 7: Bird Point Count Data Sheet and Species Codes
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Data sheet used for conducting point counts (spring 2011) to determine bird species diversity and habitat use at the 2006-2011 REEP
enhancement sites.
Survey
Location__________________________________________
Time begin:_____________
Time end:___________

Sturgeon River Point Count

1 = Within Zone 2 = Outside of Zone
FO = Fly over T=On tree AF=Adjacent Forest M=Mowed area W=On the water R=Riparian Area

Territorial pair

calling

singing

on snag

juvenal

female

.

male

 if yes
5 to 10 minutes

code

0 to 5 minutes

Date:___________________________________________

Distance Zone

COUNT

Estimate? 

SPECIES CODE OR
COMMON NAME

A / V (how first
detected)

Point End Time

Point Start Time

Point #

Recorder(s):____________________________________________

Habitat Zone

Distance Zones:
Habitat Zones:

Sheet ____ of ____

Photo
#
/Time
stamp

Comments
(Shrub or Spruce Tree,
Other Wildlife)
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Species codes used when conducting bird surveys (summer 2011) of the REEP
enhancement sites; species codes borrowed from the American Ornithologist’s
Union
Name
Common Name
Species Code
Corvus brachyrhynchos
American crow
AMCR
Turdus migratorius
American robin
AMRO
Anas americana
American widgeon
AMWI
Pica hudsonia
Black billed magpie
BBMA
Poecile atricapillus
Black capped chickadee
BCCH
Amphispiza bilineata
Black throated sparrow
BTSP
Cyanocitta cristata
Blue jay
BLJA
Anas discors
Blue winged teal
BWTE
Molothrus ater
Brown headed cowbird
BHCO
Bucephala albeola
Bufflehead
BUFF
Larus californicus
California gull
CAGU
Actitis hypoleucos
Common sandpiper
COSA
Branta canadensis
Canada goose
CANG
Spizella passerina
Chipping sparrow
CHSP
Spizella pallida
Clay colored sparrow
CCSP
Bucephala clangula
Common goldeneye
COGO
Actitis hypoleucos
Common sandpiper
Geothlypis trichas
Common yellowthroat
COYE
Picoides pubescens
Downy woodpecker
DOWO
Leucophaeus pipixcan
Franklin‟s gull
FRGU
Anas strepera
Gadwall
GADW
Perdix perdix
Gray partridge
GRAP
Ardea herodias
Great blue heron
GBHE
Passer domesticus
House sparrow
HOSP
Aythya affinis
Lesser Scaup
LESC
Melospiza lincolnii
Lincoln‟s sparrow
LISP
Anas platyrhynchos
Mallard
MALL
Falco columbarius
Merlin
MERL
Anas clypeata
Northern shoveler
NSHO
Dryocopus pileatus
Pileated woodpecker
PIWO
Vireo olivaceus
Red eyed vireo
REVI
Agelaius phoeniceus
Red winged blackbird
RWBL
Larus delawarensis
Ring billed gull
RBGU
Columba livia
Rock pigeon
ROPI
Pheucticus ludovicianus
Rose breasted grosbeak
RBGR
Passerculus sandwichensis Savannah sparrow
SAVS
Melospiza melodia
Song sparrow
SOSP
Porzana carolina
Sora
SORA
Actitis macularius
Spotted sandpiper
SPSA
Pooecetes gramineus
Vesper sparrow
VESP
Zonotrichia albicollis
White throated sparrow
WTSP
Wilsonia pusilla
Wilson‟s warbler
WIWA
Dendroica petechia
Yellow warbler
YWAR
Dendroica dominica
Yellow rumped warbler
YRWA
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